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Status of

VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, SATUKDAY EVENING,

ROOSEVELT, MOODY AND
MORTON CONFER OVER
SANTA FE REBATE

Franco-Germa- n

Embroglio Over Concessions In North African State

CASE

cure Diplomatic Adjustment of the Difficulty.

Washington Does not
Believe That France

fi6
t

&

Has Declined This Pre
posal and Professes to
Feel No Uneasiness
over the Outcome.

i j;

ft"

I

Berlin, June 17. 3:35 p. m. The
foreign office has, the Associated
Press learns, telegraphed to Prince
Von Radolin, German ambassador at
Paris, during the last day or two In
a sense that will be reassuring to
French apprehensions if such were
felt in the French cabinet. Germany
Btill presses France diplomatically for
her acceptance of a proposal to hold
the conference of powers on the subject of Morocco.
The Matter With France.
Paris, June 17. Efforts to secure a
diplomatic adjustment of the
controversy relative to, Morocco remain- without definite results
and negotiations, while not suspended,
Franco-Germa-

how-vc-

n

.

-

Washington, June 17. A long con-- ,
ference was I'Cld at the White House
the president, Secretary Morton,
ami Auori-eueuerai xuooay oemg
participants. The conference related
to the Santa Fe railroad rebate case
which had been pending before the
department for several months. Secretary Morton Is broughT into the case
by his admission on the witness stand
that when be was
of
the Santa Fe road rebates were grant- -

ed by that system to the Colorado Fuel
land Iron company. After the confer-todaence Moody said that a full state- mem orine case would be issued next
Fridays At the same time President
Roosevelt will make a statement of
the position of the administration.
While neither
Morton nor Moody
would discuss the matter at thli time,
it can be said that the former has
courted the fullest Inquiry into his
railroad transactions.

vice-preside-

STRIKE CONSPIRATORS MAY HAVE

TO ANSWER TO CHARGE OF MURDER
Serious Claim That Chicago Trouble Resulted from

Conspiracy of Other Employers and Strike
Leaders Against Montgomery Ward &

r.

Admission is alleged conspirators are likely to be
Chicago, June 17.
made by States Attorney Healy that charged with the responsibility for one
or more
the
the grand jurors have found Import-an- t attacks ofmurders growing out of
wrecking crews.
d

evidence apparently, corroborating
the report that the strike Is partly at
least the result of a conspiracy directed against the firm of Montgomery,
Ward & Co., by other employers and
by strike leaders Involving the payment of 130,000 in installments. If an
indictment is voted a3 a result, the

Admiral Dickens Steals March on Forts

The law holds that when persons enter a conspiracy to do an Illegal act
they are responsible for everything
that follows the initial plot and that
all can be held for the acts of one,
even though they had no knowledge of
what the conspirators are doing or

r ave done.

Early Termination ol Strike Predicted

be effectively operated and too dark
to see without them.. These conditions were taken advantage of by Ad-

Fort Monroe, June 17. The last day
of the war game opened with an attack on Fort Monroe at dawn by the
destroyers and gunboats of Admiral
Dickens' fleet. Just between morning
dark and daylight there is a brief period when conditions are most favorable for offensive naval operations,
it being too light for searchlights to

Posi-

tion of AdministrationMorton Courts Fullest
Probability That Armistice May be Declared
Inquiry as to h is Transactions.
Until After the Plenipotentiaries Have

has not Riven her final response to
Germany's movement for an International conference and the officials do
not confirm the "German press reports
that France has definitely rejected a
proposal for a conference. For the
present Premier Rouvier Is turning
his efforts towards learning what Germany desires to accomplish by a conference and It Is the view la official
Quarters that some of the chief objections to a conference niny be removed
by having lis plans and purposes exactly defined. In the meantime sentiment in high quartern remains most
solirtlons concerning the outcome of
the negotiations and sinister reports
circulate concerning the possibility
resulting from complete failure to
reach a diplomatic adjustment.
Washington Not Easy.
Washington, June 17. Germany and
France will not come to a clash over
official
Morocco, If the reassuring
cablegrams reaching Washington overnight from the two European capitals
accurately report the situation. Two
weeks ago the situation was exceeding
It has been relieved,
delicate.
bv the resignation of Del Casse.
It can be announced that negotiations
at Paris between M. Rouvir, the new
minister for foreign affairs, and Prince
Von Radolin, the German ambassador,
are progressing slowly but with "good
will on both sides," and that "things
between France and Germany are moving harmoniously and it will soon be
possible to straighten out existing tangles" The Washington government
is fully informed about every move and
the feeling here in highest official circles is no one of uneasiness.

Se-

Japan Insists Upon Too
Drastic Terms of Peace

Interna-- , make
practically no progress. France

tional Conference to

NO. 192

Russia Will Fight On If

Full Statement to be Made Monday as to
Germany Insists on

JUNE 17, 1905.

Chicago, June 17. An early ter- the new strike committee, it is said,
mination of the teamsters' strike was will be aatngonistic to a continuapredicted by representatives of the tion of the present struggle. One of
miral Dickens this morning and three union
today after the teamsters' joint the flrtt moves of, the board, It is
destroyers and two gunboats crept council had arranged for a special Raid, will be to seek a new conferfort
of
before
close to the walls
the
meeting of that body next Monday ence with the employers nt which
they were discovered. The fusllade night when a new strike committee a settlement proposal,
greatly modi- was
at Its conclu
lon
.n'awmi-- ,,
'
''
in.
iHBf.,"i
'
,'
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....l. t r a Anrfia
""" ,r
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thTonK'cran

Youngblood Murderers

Rio Arriba County Court Doings

Hanged at Canyon City

in Msnchurb

Ortit

Wet.

Britain Said to Be Wriathy Over St. Kilda

Incidtnt

Possibility, Owing to Unwillingness of Russia to
Send Negotiators to Washington, that the
Hague May be Chosen for Peace Parlours.
St. Petersburg, June 17. The note hamia, bound for Japanese ports from
of the foreign office announcing that New York. March 26
Armistice Probable.
negotiations for the meeting of RusHeadquarters Russian Army, Godzy-adan- l,
sian and Japanese plenipotentiaries
June 17. It is
were proceeding rapidly, was re- learned Manchuria,
from an authoritative source
ceived without any particular com- that negotiations toward an armstlce
ment In the morning papers, but are under way,
the press of all shades of opinion Is
Washington May Lose.
discussing Japan's probable terms and
declares with practical unanimity for
u continuation of the war rather than
an acceptance of humiliating conditions. In this the newspapers are upheld by public opinion which is veering around to the support of the war
policy if Japan's terms prove too hard.
British Protest.
St Petersburg, June 17. Strong
representations are being made here
this afternoon In behalf of Great Britain as a result of the sinking of British steamers by the Russian auxiliary
cruisers. The steamer St. Kilda was
sunk by the Russian auxiliary cruiser
Dnieper, June 5. in the China Bea,
and it is reported at the time of the
battle of the sea of Japan that the
Russians sank a Brttish steamer In
the straits of Formosa. Her name,
however, has never been mentioned
in the cable dispatches and it has been
generally understood that the report
grew out of the capture by the Russians of the British steamer Old- -

St. Petersburg. June 17. The question of the place of meeting of the
Russian and Japanese representatives
has been reopened and there is a possibility that the Hague Instead of
Washington may be selected. After
the announcement that .Washington
had been selected. Russia' expressed a
desire to have the selection reconsidered and exchanges to that end are
now proceeding between Foreign Minister Lamsdortf and Ambassador Merer in Washington. Russia's preference
for the Hague is based on the obvious
advantages that It is entirely neutralized, the capital of a small state, and
the site of the arbitration court and
also la Important in consideration, Of
time.
'
' Statement Denied
17.
The stateSt Petersburg, June
ment that Great Britain has made representations about the sinking of the
British ships by the Russian auxiliary
cruisers is denied here on good
:

..-

,

-

Absolute Mutualization of Equitable Likely
New York, June 17. Superintend- of Mr. Hendricks have been Impressed
ent Hendricks, of the state insurance by the, serious view he takes of his
department, said last night that he duty in this case aa a state official.

been thorhad not yet submitted his report in His investigations have will
defihis conclusions
and
be
ough,
'
the Equitable matter to Governor
nite and ' directly expressed.
He declined to say when he
Apart from the mere Question of
"
would do so.
.
official duty, both Governor Higgins
Absolute mutillzatipn or else liqui and Mr. Hendricks realize that weak-- 1
dation that Is the alternative which ness In meeting the Equitable issue
it is said the report vt Mr. Hendricks, would be a blunder from the point of
state superintendent of insurance, will view of party expediency. Millions Ot
recommend to Governor, Hlgglns in policy holders not only4n this par
the case of the Equitable Life Insur- ticular company but also In others
ance society. The report will go even which are conducted on principles not
further into the conduct of the so essentially different are voters in this
and other states. Most of them are
ciety than did the Frlck report,
From a source which may be re thoroughly aro'fied by the conditions
garded as authoratlve it is asserted made public through the Frlck report
that the recommendations or Air. They are looking to the proper state
Hendricks will be so emphatic as to officials to remedy existing evils and
re- to so regulate the business of life" In
permit of no half way course incomsurance as to make such abuses hereorganizing the affairs of the
confidence
In
the
are
after Impossible.
who
Men
pany.
Hlg-gin- s.

,

jiff
The regular June session of tho tion, were ordered dropped irom toe
Canon City, Colo., June 17. Freder hours arid thirty minutes "before being
First Judicial District Court for Rio docket with leave to reinstate. of New
ick Arnold, aged 20, and Newton An- cut down.
In the case of the territory
Arriba county, convened at Tierra
Amarilla, Monday, June 12, with As- .Mexico versus Martin Lopez on Infor- drews, aged 21, were hanged in the
When Arnold was led out ten minsociate Justice John P. McFie on the mation, the defendant pleaded guilty state penitentiary here last night for utes later he walked with' firm tread
of Mrs. Amanda Young-bloo- to the
bench, Clerk A. M. Bergere at the to the charge and was fined $25 and the murder
platform. The manner of his
in Denver, two years ago.
desk. District Attorney Alexander costs.
was
similar to that of his partdeath
M.
was
The
execution
The case of J.
Archuleta; Jr.,
very successful ner.
Read and Sheriff B. C. Hernandez in
versus J. H. Crist, et al., was con in every detail. Andrews made a
attendance.
Both bodies will be interred in the
the next term of the statement in which he admitted firing
The grand jury returned the follow- tinued until"
'
cemetery.
prison
a
the
at
shoot during the struggle
court.
ing indictments:
Huis
It
of
Baltimore
and
case
the
home
said
the
The
thought by the penitentiary
that
Youngblood
Frank
Frank
Zola,
Facundo Lobato,
mane society vs. Charles A. Dagget bullet went into the ceiling without physician that Peters, the third man
Carbanelll. for murder; Eutimio
and Daniel Pachecho , larceny a demurrer as to the complaint was Injuring anyone. He said he was convicted of the murder of Mrs.
not Youngblood, who was recently placed
of cattle; Pelicarpio Jaramillo, obtain- sustained by the, court and the plain- very drunk at the time and did Anin the hospital ward for treatment,
was
done.
to
amend
what
realize
leave
complaint.
tiff
being
granted
ing money under false pretenses;
drews' neck was broken, but the body cannot live until November, the time
The grand Jury returned
Charles M. Taylor, two indictments
r
against Jose. Florentino Mar- was left suspended in the air two set or his execution.
for assault with deadly weapons;
Porto Martinez for murder.
and
tinez
a
pistol
Manzanares, discharging
nrrea of the lava and Judge Sloan In
on
all his army Is
in settlement, and carrying deadly The said indictments were placed
the
says,
correspondent
district court at Prescott finally.
the
'
said.
to
not guilty
weapon; Zachary Wetehin, petit lar- file and the pleas' of
completely enveloped. The Japanese
down a decision weanesaay
handed
seen
set
r.ave
The
caeS
indictments.
Jose
Duran,
has made a circle a hundred
ceny; Antonio Duran and
army
allows the railroad to take
which
20.
June
for trial for Tuesday,
miles in circumference around Line
grand larceny and killing cattle.
The Santa Fe railroad, or to be spe- possession for the sum of $25,000 bond
In the case of the estate of A. P. F.
In the. case of the territory of New
vitch and Is gradually closing, In.
17.
The
June
London,
practical
cific, the Grand Canyon line from to cover any damages the owner may
Mexico, versus Francisco Garcia, et Coape vs. D. Galegos et al., judgment
The Japanese military correspond- Williams to the canyon, has Just pur- receive In the condemnation proceednow
that
peace
negotiations
each
certainty
against,
ent of the Morning Post says the Rus chased a few miles of lava bed along ings. Dr. Perrln's attorneys gave noal., for assault, with deadly weapon, was rendered by
- cannot begin for another month leads
shows that the lino of the road In Arizona. Tho tice ot an appeal. This Is believed to
wherein Jose Garcia and Kloy Garcia, or the deU.ndimuj in the. sum of $309,- to
sian evacuation of
battle
another
ihe conviction that
. .
,
j and inf rest.
of tho railroad has been
were on the $500 bond of defendant
Kamamura's
General
"army
trying to buy the be the top price for southeastern lava.
will be fought, in the Interval.
difficulties met in going lava bed tor some time from tho ownfor his Appearance at the present term
Yalu,"
despite
to
the
Telegraph's
Daily
According
t
has ar er. Dr. E. B. Perrin, but the efforts
of court, the defendant failed to apMrs. Haydon Entertains.
Weather Forecast. Partly cloudy
Tien Tsin correspondent, the Japanese over lie mountainous country,
for
was
declared
the have failed because the ranroaa aia
bond
to
with
In
time
and
the
rived
synchronize
pear
Mrs. AV. G. Haydon entertained her forward movement has already comtonight and Sunday with local thunder
ar- feited.
not offer enough money for the outher menced, in spite of the rainy season. movements of the other Japanese
at
afternoon
friends
yesterday
of
New
In the ease of the territory
and the correspondent adds, put of the neighboring extinct volcano. storms, maximum temperature,' 81;'
on National avenue, compliment- The Daily Telegraph's Toklo corres- mies,
events are imminent."
53; mean temMexico, versus Francisco Garcia, Am- hometo Miss Sarah C. Parke.
"stirring
Six pondent gives an interesting Idea of
The railroad company finally began minimum temperature,
C7.
.
ador Garcia and Meliton Garcia, for ary
condemnation proceedings on forty perature,
was played, Mrs.
the situation from a correspondent
assault with deadly weapon, in which handed euchrethe first
i
lale
bunch
principal
who is said to be
Miss Earhart, the
prize, a
n gflcl position to
winning
Jose Dolores Garcia and Vicente
violets in a gold l;now the. nrtiiiil fctj,, This corres- - tho training department of the Normal
cia were securities on the defendants' of hand painted R. G.
Head the con- yn4o:ii ,sayS the principal Russian de- - university, left this afternoon for tho
and Mrs,
$500 bond for their appearance at frame,
Colorado where
MM.
same
character.
of
the
solation,
depot is at flunshit Pass, wnence many mountains of northernsummer months.
the present term of court, the
the
and
will
taste
she
spend
her
usual
constructed
lifiht, rWiways are being
fendants did rot appear and the bond Haydon displayed
not to
street
At Thirty-sixtftbility in the manner of entertainment noUtlwar'.', to facilitate the retreat, Miss Earhart 's determination
was declared forfeited.
New York, June 17 In a collision at same direction.
was a
the
Into
another
bewilmost
swung
was
appointment
The
afternoon
suddenly
tho
accept
pleasantly
wi.gon
General
of
lieutenant
Linevitch,
the Territory
Tn the pppenl case
sixth street early today be- car tracks and the heavy trolley
to
her
Thirty
largo
of
source
regret
The
all
decorations
deep
present.
spent by
dered by the strategy of, the Japanese
of New Mexico, versus Arobroslo
and her departure tween a Third avenue electric car and struck It, The wagon was crushed to
it was ordered that the Judg- score cards and refreshments were M is making repeated reconnolssances circle cf friends,
time will scarce a United States mail wagon, the pieces. Thomas Tandy, the driver,
void
which
a
In
colors.
leaves
was
violet
It
scouts.
unique,
affirmed
out
and
be
innumerable
court
and throwing
ment of the lower
tho car was
efface.
of
Mrs.
characteristic
moment,
Haydon,
the Nevertheless nt the present,
driver of thf latter was fatally injur- had his skull crushed,
and a fine of fivp dollars and costs of
and all the.
tracks
across
the
voted the lady
,. More than a dozen passengers, thrown
tbi.''pam" jn
the suit in the lower court were lev- ladies
were pitched to the paveaffairs.
such
thrown
were
passengers
women,
of
them
manv
ied on the defendant.
was
frmn th ear and severely hurt. The ment. Fortunately none of them
The eae of the Territory versus
hurt.
In
the
fatally
mail wagon and car were going
Amadeo Gonzale, 'Bn agej resident
Jose Maria Martinez, for neglecting to
serve criminal papers was dismiss- of the west tide,
this morning
lean
once the most famous
C. C. Clark of Kelly, N. M., who Graphic,
while crossing tt e bridge and sustained.
nilnn in the west, zinc ana lean sui- after
versus
afternoon
several
this
ed
did
ft for home
Three cases of the territory
flight bruises which
ohldcs are found in great abundance
Samuel W. Willis, ct al., on informa not require Vjedleal attention.
several days in the city, says that tne and of high value and recently a
dis three-foo- t
vein of pure metalic copper
rnsrieritv in the
trict as a result of the revival ef the hna been uncovered.
Mrs. Billings has sold her Kelly
mining industry is a reminder of the
ino mine to the Trl bullion company com- days of the camp,
palmy
and a
Graphis. the Kelly, the Juanita No.- nnKPd of Milwaukee capitalists Brown
A meeting of the members of the Las Vega stoday and escort Bame to
T,
of
which
C,
1 and the Juanita No. Z, and oiner iastrong company,
his residence. The chair appointed
in u um. of Socorro. Is the head. Is making bar of the Fourth Judicial district was Messrs. larrazolo, Bunker and Rogers.
tnons oroaucine niinEight-yea- r
Old Girl
from
2.
held at the Commercial club rooms
A committee on resolutions, consistday, are all shipping a large amount monev on the Juanita No.
A. B. Fitch, who long op last, night to take appropriate action
of ore and better results are being
Captain
of Frank Springer, 8. B. Davis
ing
"Which
erated the Graphic mine and smel Jn regard to the death of Captain u. and E. E. Veeder was appointed to
obtained than ever before.
Inter
of
his
ha iilsnoHed of all
C. Fort. All member's ot the bar, resi draft euitnble resolutions,
and that
A great deal of zinc ore Is now be.
Effect
to ests to a Chicago company. Several dent In Ijna Vegas, were present, witn the committee report the Same to tho
ing shipped from all these mines
work In the camp and op the exception of two members who court at its session on June ZO, ana
smelters in Joplin, in Publo and to men are at
are
erations
being steadily increas were absent from the city.
lead
and
Also
was
copper
nthpr noints.
that the resolutions, when prepared
f
girl
Bertha, the
vi,! dauehter f apparel. It seems the little
the
led.
In
was called to order by and reported by the committee, be
ores are being produced.
ciottThe
of
the
some
meeting
remove
to
of Henry Belsman, a 'Mineral HillseeklnS
revolver
Chief Justice Mills, and on motion of spread at length on the records ot the
ini? from the hook when.. the
.
,
'
ranch man, whose tap jjjy resides on
Mr. Larrazolo, Judge Mills was made court.
111
dropped to the lioor, aiscnarging itAll members of the bar were rechairman of the meeting and Mr. W.
the western outskirts 0f this city, was self, the bullet piercing the brain of
K. Gortner, secretary.
instantly killed yest er(jay afternoon the ctrl and instantly killing her.
quested to attend the funeral In aafter
that
twelr
shortly
body and the secretary was InstructIt was the sense of the meeting
The parents are gTiel sincnen ai
e o'clock, by the
Youngblood, is In
Denver. June 17. Mrs. Andrews, w r.f Mrs. Amanda as
accidental discharf e 0f ft revolver. '
members
three
thr?
anoolnt
chairman
the awful and sudden death ot their
of
the
a result
condition
a
Andrews, who was
mother of Newton
meet the remains of the token of affectionate remembrance,
The 42 caliber
to- - hane'nK of fcer on. Fear is expressed of the bar to
TOiTer attached to little daughter.
V.
nlehl
mv
on their arrival In from his brother members of the bar.
Fort
imnswu i
late
The remains were mierrea vuib
7.
bar
the
Captain
day,
live
not
throughout
Jail b?neath s
nTre?! iearing ternoon at the Odd Fellows cemetery, gether with Fred Arnold tor the mur- she wll!
.
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Pa-dill-

a

indict-ment-

a

.

Na-bo-

Bought Lava Beds

Battle Reported

.

Men-ne- tt

t--

Bad Collision Between Truck and Trolly

I

.

:

Miiing Revival in Kelly District

Attorneys TaKc Action on
Death of Captain Lewis C. Fort

Kelly-Magdalcn- a

Bertha Bcisman ICills Herself

Wall
Accidentally Pulls
Loaded Revolver
Explodes With Fatal

-

tr

nlne-yea-

Mother of Executed Murderer Very
nt.' W
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mind aroHo from the fact that to tho
dweller In a thirsty land such as India, It would Inevitably como to pais
that anything that night emblerolze
a sufficiency of moisture to efect the
proper Irrigation of the aoll would
eventually arrive at the dUtlnctlon of
rtpresentng the sum of all human

"STRONGEST IB THE WORLD"

THE EQUITABLE LIFE
ASSUSflfiCE SOCIETY

IjIchhIdkH.

McKeun, the Taos attorney,
has heen In Ited Hlver on professional
.
UllHlIieHH.
"VViuiam

NOTICE

THE UNITED STATES,
Hmmry D, Hy&, Fotmdar.

OF

OF SALE UNDER
TEL MORTGAGE.

CHAT

flee at Hanta Fe, X. M.. June 2. 1905.
Notice 1m hereby Klven that the
settler has filed notice
of hU Intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the register
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., ou

41. Colorado

Vegas
hours

175.

Fraternal Union of America, Meets

Sunday

first and third Tuesday evenings ot
each month ia the Fraternal Brother
hood ball, west of Fountain Square, at

appointment.

try

OENTI8T8.

8

No.
Fraternal Brotherhood,
every Friday sight at their
hall In the Schmidt building, west
g
of Fountain square, a. 8 o'clock.
members are always welcome.

102, Meets

Vis-kin-

JAMES N. COOK,

President
Q. W. OATCHELL,

It

J. C. Jonas,
Bridge street.

Fnr
10
No. 9

It

1

l
,

J'JA rA
OtOJtJtl

WeJter S. Bowen,

s,

E..

to-wi- t:

-

Idaho Era of Swastika of Which
High Priest is E H. Newell
d

I (Boon "FUlhi

-

j
i

I

N

.

OLIVER

committee of engineers attached to
the federal reclamation sorvloe and
who were members of the Newell party. This commute invltod them to
pas into the car occupied by the re'
claniatlon people.!' An engineer who
had been a college classmate of Gov
The Best Typewriter In the World.
ernor Pardee, In a aruiu of serious
It has g the number of Farts the
Jocularity, proceeded to invest his excellency with tho insignia of Swastika,
ordinary typewriter has therefore has
and t bestow hpon him the office
' the
opportunity to Ret out of repair
and title of "Swastika executive commore easily more surely
writes
it
mitteeman of the state of California."
Engineer E. T. Perkins, once Bervtng morexdoarly thati any5 otnev tj i ewriter.
And it will staud five times tho Hard work and give Perfect Satisfaction
with tho United States Geological Survey at Boise, and an old acquaintance 5 times as long as the Best of all the other typewriters.
of Governor Morrison, followed in an
It tt welcomed by the Operator for it toSMBttS Iter work aud makes it
identical function to confer the like look better.
- -'' er ,
dignity upon the governor in relation
x
Each
Oliver
Savos Its own Cost In One yoarf
to the stato of Idaho.
While this was all carried out In a
sort of
pplrlt, it was yet
felt that the thing, while it might nev-e- r
take form In a sober and
business organization, might yet bring
to the surface not a little of tho poet
i:STAl!I.ISHi:i, 187.
ry, mucn or tno sentiment and all or
the fratcmallBm thnt He latently nt- -

Typewriter

''

hocus-pocu-

THE OPTIC CO., La.s Vegas Agent

s

rule-boun-

d

WeaK

THE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
f.

Hearts

Are due to Indigestion, Nlrtynlne of every
en hundred pople who have heart trouble
ean remember when It was simple Indie
It is a actentlflo fact that all cases of
heart disease.' not r(anlo, are not only
traceable to, but are the direct result of lno
feation. AH foos taken Into the stomach
wMek (alls of perfect digestion ferments and
swells the stomach, puffier It up against toe
heart. This Interferes with the action of
the heart, and lo the course of Ume that
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
I had trotnac
Mr. D. ItMbia, of Nmta.
Omjr.
woubleand aa bi a bad state
is J hid haart troufcta

t

15
17
19

,8.4
,9.4
10-- 4

8-

2c

4

10- - 4

l-- 2c

4

'HI

box

a

2."i

Special.

cvisto-trto- r.

with tt
BSOnthstndH euradma,

Cere (or about tost

t

Kodol Digests Whst Yea

'

tat

,

hokttn
1 1. CO
m vmaathatrlal
sua. which ar.Ia for 60a
VeiMreal b a. O. DaWITT 4 CO., OHlOAOa
.

,

,

, For sale at Center
tore and Winters' Drug

Block-Dopo-

drug

t

Co.

,

,

,

-

t

Pure Spurm Machine oil
Hot
ties.

4711

soap
Oft

4

From 10 to 11:30 a. m.
Yards Amoskeag Check Ginghams for

10

Toilet
Transparant
and
for
sold
soap

10

,

.

.

well known

A

c

LOT

.

.

LIMES'

.

KID GLOVES

ll

white; all sizes. These Gloves not fitted nor
guaranteed. Worth $1.50 Special per pair

65c

Yards Staudard calico for

35c

From 2:30 to 4:30 p. m.
From 10 to 11:30 a. m.

colors
and

10

Yards Ireragh check Gingham for

45c

Yards Toile du Nard Dress Gingham for

95c

Yards of

85c

From 12 to 2 p.m.

fir,
O"

10

Ladies' Wrappers, made
of good percale worth 83c and
To close out this lot.

10

Wrappers
All colors.

$1.00.

.

.

From 10 to 11:30 a. m.

250

.

RAYNOLDS.

5"

Coupons with ollocloa.

u Proit'tpL

L

t

Issues Domestic and Iforeifgn Ktciange.

Ji:t.

Ok

EIQSE i wALD

3G

inch Percales, fast.
.
.
colors, for

tO yards to ecch customer

during tho Hcura of Galoo.

codo charged.
ordsro filled.

Nona ofthooo
No 'Phono

A't Cashier,

iteneral banking business trs&saeted.
'
Interest paid on time deposite.

53c

Yards Froit of the Loom muslin for

ioc

.

65c

oz

3o

Special

.

For Caoh Only

..(

A

Yards Lonsdale Muslin for

From 12 to 2 p. nt.

ii

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS. Presldenf,
'. ..;
A. B. SMITH.
'
E, D. RAYNOLDS. Cashier.
t

ottiMonir.
,

ii

' HALLETT

10

10

AH Salo Gooda

Crockett Building, oth St.

.

and relieves the stomach of all nervous
strain and the heart of all pressure.
.

Las Vegas, New Mexico.

,

l-- 2c

IOC

.

,

At Interesting Prices.

4c

Toil- -

Special

t

pa

Standard Brands

12c

Transparent
Pears' Soap Scented
et Soap sold everywhere
to each
cents
bar. One
at

ea-tt-

I look Kadol Djupapita

13
15
17

-4

9- -

l-- 4c

;

OF

sisSl

Domestics of

Pepperell Sheetings

The

:

d

During this SaJe we will give the Best VoJues, the Best Goods.
xnd more Ba.rga.ins than a.t tny of our PR.EVIOUS SALES.
Visit our Ready to We&r
These are only a. few of the
BARGAINS:
MANY
Department.

d

SANTAL-PEPSI-

,

lng cars to Chicago, Kansas City and
St. Louis, and a Pullman car for Den- ver 18 added
Trinidad. Arrives at
La Junta 10:20 p. m., connecting with
No. 5, leaving La Junta 3:10 a. m., ai
riving at Pueblo 6:00 a. m., Colorado
Springs 6:35 a. m., Denver 9:30 a. m.
No. 8 has Pullman and tourist sleep-la- g
cars to Chicago and Kansas City.
Arrives at La Junta 10:30 a, m., connecting with No. 603, leaving La Junta
12:10 p. m., arriving at Pueblo 2: 0(t
p. m., Colorado Springs 3:30 p. m
Denver 6:00 p. m.
No. 10 has Pullman car to Kane
Cltj'. Makes same connection as
2. Does the local work Las Vegas
Raton.
No. 4 California Limited. Solid Pullman train, with Dining, Buffet and Observation cars. Unsurpassed equipment and service.
No. 1 has Pullman and tourist sleeping cars for Southern California
points.
No. 7 has Pullman and tourist sleepNorthern California
ing cars for
points, and Pullman car for El Paso
and City of Mexico connection for El
Paso, Deming, Silver City and all
points In Mexico, Southern New Mexico and Arizona.
No. 9, California Flyer.
Otlj &
h mrs from Chicago.
Has Stan ) d
P oilman car for Southern Cal!!o fja.
Cvaches and Chair cars.
PaspjfS
for Northern California are tranmei-reto No. 7 en route.
No. 3, California Limited has same
equipment as No. 4.

an

-

four-leafe-

Ar . l2;Mp. m.

omondUdansiIJ

four-foote-

'

Tr

tal

Each Way Every Day.

.

'

n

TraiiN-ContliU'ii-

1

It

r Of

maker,

EAST BOUND.
1 :30 p. n.
Departs.
Ar... !;00p. n.
Depart ... ..9:SSp.n
No. 8 Ar 1:00 a.m.
1:40 a.m.
Departs
No. 4 Ar.... 4:36 a.m.
-- 4:40 a. m.
Departs
WEST BOUND.
1:36 p. m.
No. Ar
.2:00 p.
Depart)
5:00 p. to.
No. TAr
5:25 p. m
Departi
6:20 p. m.
No.0Ar
DepartH.....5;40 p. m.
No. 3Ar
5:50 a. m.
.5:66 a. m.
Departs
No. 2 has Pullman and tourist sleep
No.

It

1n

The harness

8ANTA FK TIME TA1SLR

part

0

Secretary.

HARNESS.

m.

Surplus

W.

M.;

Secretary.

The

,,

To All Whom It May Concern :
Xoi lew U hereby given that under
George H. Hunker, Attorney at la
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
DECKMUEIt 31,
and by virtue of a certain chattel
Office, Veeder block, Las Vegas, N
mortgage Riven and executed by R.
Aweti...
$4ia.n.'l,020.74
M.
C. Hough and Julia E. Hough, his
Homestead Entry, No. 5811
Liabilities
58,751 .Ml
of the Interior, Land Ofof WIUIh, Ban Miguel
then
wife,
Department
Frank
law
$80,794,999.21
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., June 8, 1905, Otttce iaSpringer, Attorney at
county, New Mexico, to the First Na
Crockett
Lai
building,
tot
Notice is hereby giren that the
tional Hunk of mh Vegas, New MexVegas, N. M.
to secure the payment of a cer- lowlngnarned settler has filed notice
ico,
This is the difference between assets
E. v. Long, Attorney at law. Office
tain promissory note dated July 12, of his intention to make final proof
said
in
and
In
of
that
bis
claim,
executed
1904,
support
and
between
the
by
block, Las Vegas, N
Wyman
of the assets not needed
is that
and liabilities.'
mime parties for the payment of Ave proof will be made before U. S. court Me
hundred dollars, six months after date commissioner at Las Vegas, N. M., on
to pay the policies and other fixed obligations of the
with Interest at 12 per cent per an- July 18, 1905, vis.: Flliberto Pacheco,
SOCIETIES.
dividend-payin- g
and
indicates
num, and 10 per cent additional as at- for the S. 2, 8. E. 4, section 9, N. 2,
strength
Society.
I. O. O. F Las Vegas Lodge, No. 4,
torneys fees, which said chattel mort- N. B. 4, lection 7, T. 16, N. R. 22 E.
is the fund from which policyholders receive
gage was duly recorded on July 14, He names the following witnesses to meets every Monday evening at their
power.
1904, In book 10 at page 89 of the rec- prove his continuous residence upon hall, Sixth street. All visiting bretb
their dividends and can be disbursed in no other way.
to attend
ords of chattel mortgages of San and cultivation of said land, vis.: Pab- erns cordially Invited
M Pedro Pa- G. W. Wessel, N. o.; Clark M. Moore,
N.
of
lo
Qonsales,
Sena,
reference
to
Miguel
which
county,
advantfor
and
is maintained solely
their protection
record Is hereby made, on which mort- checo, of Gonzales, N. M., Crus Her V O.; T. M. Elwood, Sec.; W.
gage default has been made, the un- rera, ot Gonzales, N. M., Eplmenlo Crltes, Treasurer- - C. V. Hedgcoca.
age, since the charter and policy contracts forbid particicemetery trustee.
dersigned, In order to pay and satisfy, Herrera, of Gonzales, N. M.
R. OTEKO,
MANUEL
so
as
in
far
It
interests.
the
other
the
said
may
extend,
any
pation
During
surplus by
'
W. C. T. U. meets on first Friday
promissory note, on which there ' Is
lasw ten years the Society has paid to policyholders a
of each month at 2:30 p. m.The place
now due and unpaid for principal, InNOTICE OF PUBLICATION.
of meeting will be announced through
terest and attorneys fees, the sum of
the columns of this paper. Mrs. Lucy
six hundred ten (IG10.00) dollars,
larger sum in dividends than any other company.
Homestead Entry No. 52C5.
with interest from June 12, 1905, until
Shank, secretary; Mrs. S. C. Long,
paid, together with costs accrued and Department or the Interior, Land Of- President.
Total Dividend to Policyholder
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., June 2. 1905.
costs hereafter to accrue will, on the
lor pant
year
B. P. O. E., Meets first and third
Notice is hereby given that the fol- 17th (lay of July, A. D. 1905, at the
Monday
evenings, each month, at
settler
haa
notice
named
10
filed
of
hour
o'clock a. m., at the saw-- ! losing
Visiting
Intention to make final proof in Knights of Pythias Hall.
mill property formerly carried on and "f
Manager,
conducted by said It. C. Hough and K'ipport of his claim, and that said brothers 13.are cordially invited.
Albuquerque, N. M.
D. hlaoa, Kxaited Kuier.
Julia E. Hough, bis wife, at or near proof will be made before the regis-WilliHallet Reynolds, .
T.
E.
Sec.
John S, Clark,
BLAUVELT,
or
receiver at Santa Fe, N. M.,
San Miguel county, N. M., selljtcr
Local Agent.
Local Agent.
for cash In hand to the highest and on July 13, 1905, viz.: Patrjclnlo
best bidder nil and singular the fol-- ! Fuco for thfi lots 7, 8. 9. S. W. 14 S. Chapman Lodge, No. 2, A. F. A A.
S. W. 4. section 7, Regujar communications 1st and 3rd
N.
lowing described goods and chattels, B.
in each month. Visitina
He Thursdays
township 11, N., range 14 E.
brothers cordially invited. M. R
names
to
witnesses
the
prove
following
saw-mall
One
complete and also
Williams, W. X.; Charles H. Spor
tools, implements and machinery used nis continuous residence upon ana cui leder, Seeretary.
Jin and about or with the same, in tiation of said land, viz.: Hilarlo Lo
pez, of Sena, N. M., Atilano Qulntana
Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F., Meets
cluding boiler, engine, planer, matcher, of
Sena, N. M., Julian Lopez of Sena, second and fourth
maulder, blacksmith outfit and tools
Thursday evenings
and all goods and chattels connected N. M., Francisco Sandoval of Sena.
of
I. O. O. F. ha")'
at
each
the
month
M.
N.
therewith or used with said machinery
Interesting to the dwellers in the lending the great cause of the reclam- or outfits, of whatsoever kind
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Mrs.
N. G.; Mrs.
L.
Myron
Wertz,
deor
arid and semi-ariregions of the great ation of the wastes.
Also-twRegister.
O'Malley, V. O.: Mrs. Clara
Augusta
scription:
gray
large
horses,
west is the description and explanaThe governor announces that he is one
"Mark" and the other
Bell, secretary; Mrs. Sofie Anderson,
tion of the mystic emblem adopted as now ready to receive applications for namednamed
"Luke:" also one black horse
treasurer.
Professional
the symbol of the irrigated countries, membership in the Swastika society, named
Directory
"Frank;" also one sorrel bald-face- d
as given in the Idaho Statesman, pub- true to his offer, made at the time of
Eastern Star, Regular communica
horse
named "Bailey;" also one
lished at Boise, Idaho, which follows: his own initiation, to promote its inARCHITECTS.
tion
horse
second and fourth Thursday even
oil
named
of
said
gray
"Jack";
.And now are all the immctnorlally terests, assist in devising its ritual
lngs of each month. All visiting broth
poods and chattels being situate at
cherUhod mascots relegated to the and be in all respects a true priest of or
HOLT & HOLT,
ers and sisters are cordially invited
near the premises formerly of R.
limbo iOf; the effete and the unco-was- ,
the cult. Those desiring to become d. Hough and
Architects and Civil Engineers.
Mrs. E. L. Browne, worthy matron:
E.
at
Julia
Hough,
so far a Idaho is concerned, since members of tho society should submit Willis. New
Maps and surveys made, bulldlDs S. R. Dearth, W. P.; Mrs. Emm
so
or
theremuch
Mexico,
there ba , now dawned the era of their applications to bim at once.
of as may be necessary to pay said and construction work of all kind
Sec; Mrs. M. A. Howell
Swastika. The Swastika society only
Swastika is older than history. The Indebtedness
planned and supei Intended. Offlc Benedict,
and costs.
Treas.
awaits organlzaton,' and
devlco here described appears in the
Las
Plaza.
Vega'
Building,
Montoya
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
John T. Morrison is its duly annolnted symbology of tho moBt ancient peoPhone 94.
OF LAS VEGAS. NEW MEXICO.
Redmen, Meets in Fraternal Broth
called
thereunto
the
by
high priest,
ples and in lands widely separated.
erthood hall every Thursday sleej
By Dr. Wm. Sparks, Agent.
PHYSICIAN.
There are fle principal forms in
great prophet thereof F, II. Newell
Dated Juno 12, 1905.
of each moon at the Seventh Run and
and initiated' at his command into the which the eynibol is represented, but
Jones
30th Breath. Visiting chiefs alwayi
and
for
th'j
Rogers,
attorneys
In
ancient mysteries of the rite.
alt
the radical ckrocrt is Identical
DR. H. W.: HO UF Osteopathic phy welcome to the Wigwam.
F. E
First
Hank
of
National
Las
Vegas,
Since his return from the Irrlgaton It has an Arabian form, an English,
New Mexico.
office Olney block; hours j Barnes, Sachom; Thos. C. Llpsett
sician,
a
a
even
Hindoo
a
and
December
Scandinavian,
the
congress at El Paso last
9 to 12; 1:30 to 4; phones, Las chief of Records. ,
former Chief executive has been the Phoenician.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
-- bearer of a
One name ot It Is "gammadlon."
strange amulet, which ia
to be described as "a symbol in the Under this designation It Is considerform ot a Greek cross with' the arms ed as being a cross formed of four
Homestead Entry, No. 5795..; .
continued at right anglesr all in the of tho letter gamma of tho Greek al- Department of the Interior, Land Of- Rame
direction."' This symbol, in phabet,
y
An ancient Anglo-Saxoname was
short, is one sacred to whatever dlety
Scott's Santal-Pepsl- n
la hold responsible for the proper man- "fytherfote,"
mepning
Capsife
of
natlon'H
water
from
herald
which
in
name
bore
the
It
agement
given
"any
'
w
A
CURE
POSITIVE
resources',
""''
ry, "fiy rot."
or Catarrh 01
ForlnlInmtlon
At El Paso during the sessions' Of The name "Swastika" is derived
mimspmw! Kid
the irrigation congress this symbol was from the Sanskrit "su," meaning forWO OUHB HO FAT.
Cure
nnd
uicl(!y
'In
much
wrmwiently the
everywhere
evldenoei'being
and "asll" signifying "being."
tunate,
rst ( Hm 01 UonorrliMte
"
AH
in favor a watch charm.1
'tho Jew- From this it will
Mi itUrrt, no matter ot bov
that it has
mii muding.
Abaolrtr
elers had their windows filled with been to the Hindoo appear
aroilt-m- .
HoUf by iniqgktm
what the horseshoe
Ml ..A
ti Hfc
l4.,m
.
them. 'A bannenwth this strange1 de and the
w, ur I, 111111,
clover have been
paid, (1.00, 3 boioa.ti.74.
vice' swayed in' thd space above tho to the peoples of western
and
Europe,
THE
CO,
platform in1 the 'hall of the conventions
left hind foot of Lepus sylva-ticus'l- a
"Swastika" tweame a1 nort of watcli what the, to
BalkfoaUlM.
Okie.
sons
the
of
superstitious
at tmil;; t t
"
word.'
Ham.
SOLD BY O. G. SCHAEFER.
The due' and 'solemn ordination" of
Its peculiar virtue to the Hindoo
former Governor Morrison occurred on
tho train while' he was on his return
to Idaho from ' the; coast. ( One day
w hie en route he and (Governor :par
Unbleached
Bleached
deo of California were waited on by a
'
l--

Sund, F.

o'clock N. P.

O. Koogler,

Dr. E. L. Hammond, Room 7 Crock,
ttt
building. Hours 8 to 12, and 1:30
July 13. 1905. vli: FrancUco Bando-v- al 10 5. Both
phones at office and res
K
8.
W.
V
section
3,
the
for
N. 4 N. W. 14 section 10, township 11 Idence.
N., K. 13 K. He nanu s the following
Established 18S8
witnesses to prove his continuous
residence, upon and cultivation of said
land, viz: llilarlo Lopez of Sena, N
)R. B. M. WILLIAMS
M., Julian Lope? of Sena. N. M., Ata-lan- o
Dentist
o
Fatro-clnlN.
M.,
Qulntana of Bcnn,
.
Lai Vegas, N. M
Bridge St.
I'uco of Sena, N. M.
MANUEL H. OTERO,
Register.
ATTORNEYS.

It
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LAS VCGA

lu Mum of I lie business, the
new (llvlhtou iu una either thut Pros-- .
11 II. lluiiliiuta of the Southern
Purllic must concede to theSuli Luke
lino a hliiiro of u ponton of the plum
or the Santa Fe will lie called upon to
Hhbt In satisfying the demands of
S. a.ilin ("ini k it ud hU railway hnno-cliites among whom, the Santa Fe In-- !
kImm, i:. II. HiuTlninn Is one of tho
most directly Interested In a material
way.
It Is for tho purpose of smoking out
the real ownership of the Salt Lako
lino tiit tho Sunt a Fe Is determined
to squeeze - Senator Clark and tho
pending Issue may hang fire tndeftnely
unless Unrrlnian Is willing to concede
to the Salt Lake railroad part of his
share of tho citrus hauling to eastern
(lt'iuiiixl

RAILROAD SPEED AS IT WAS 25
YEARS AGO AND AS IT IS NOW
From the CIiIcuko Inter Octun.
Public utU'iiilou U just now cultured on the fxtruonllnary speed nm.lo
by roll way imnnenKor train between
ChlciiRo and New York. Tlio achieve-menof cojiijiutlng companies in cl
Ktliedulo
tabllsblng un itghtoen-houbetween tho two cities are certainly
remarkable, but aro they more remark-ablthan what has been accomplished
In the Improvement of tho railway
freight and mall hit vice?
Not more than twenty-fivyears
ago th to wan a standing order on at
lenHt one Chicago railroad that freight
trains mum not run, under any circumstances, at a higher Bpeed than twelve
miles an hour. In many cases tho
speed was below this, and there were
cases in which cars did not reaci their
destination for sixty or ninety days.
Delays of this kind wero so frequent
that tho average mileage of freght
trains was given In the reports at
seventeen to twenty-fivmiles per
day.
The organization of fast freight
ampanlos showed what could be done
In the way of speed. Cars gained In size
and strength, and freight service was
reorganized to meet urgent demands
from shippers of fruit, and freight
trains are now run at a speed of about
thirty miles an hour, with greatly Increased profits to the railroads and
greater convenience to the public.
There has been, In fact, as noticeable an improvement in the organization of freight trains, In cars used,
and in the character of the whole
freight service as there has been In
the passenger service. This remark
applies to the transportation of live
stock,' to the handling of perishable
fruits, to the shipment of fresh meats
and other, products requiring refrigerator cars, as well i.s to the more
general business In which all shippers
are interested. A change from twelve
miles an hour to thirty and often
forty miles, with corresponding Improvement in cars and system, has
worked a revolution in the freight ser-vice of American railroads, and the
revenue from freight has increased
to $1,338,020,026 a year, which is three
times as large as the passenger reu

r

e

e

e

;

venue.

Twenty-fivyears ago very little attention was given to what is now
known as the fast mall service.
Twenty years ago there were only two
fast mail trains leaving Chicago every
e

"

DAILY OPTIC

Ill-l- a

morning, where now there are fourteen. All those last mull trains uie
run, as a rule, at a higher npced thun

ment reserving the right to have for
Its own special use a feur wlro
it ml telephone system.
tele-grtip-

h

CLASSIFIED-ADVERTISEMENT-

Mitchell Weiss of Chicago, has been
placed on the local pay roll as handyman at the roundhouse,

FOR RENT.
fort ItKNT Fintum fur

utoclt
KniK'll Umui't. lloinoro. N, M.

1

passenger trains.

One solid mall train between Chisago and Omaha makes five hours
better time than tho ordinary passenger train between the same points,
and two hours butter time than tho
fastest passenger train. Within five
years the time schedule for mall trains
between Chicago and New York has
been shortened by three hours. The
organization of this mall service Is markets.
practically of moro benefit to the
While tho Issue Is pending adjust-tuonpeople at largo than are the fast trains
President R. p, Ripley of tho
for passengers.
More study has been given, prob- Santa Fe Is standing pat. I'nloss forcably, to the question of speed with bus- ed otherwise he will Insist upon tho
iness interests In mind, and with tho present division of the citrus business,
convenience of the rending public in with his company securing half of
mind, than to the organization arid what Is in sight, leaving the Harrlmnn
speed of the passenger trains that are Interests to divide their hair with the
now exciting the attention of the Salt Lake line, as may suit thoso who
control the Southern Pacific.
world.
In twenty-fiv- e
years all trains have
been run at greater speed, not as a
The title of V. T. Treleaven. who
matter of rivalry, but as a matter of hns been appointed general oil agent
utility. With every Improvement In of the Santa Fe, with headquarters In
the character of the service, freight Kansas City, will contlnuo to be diand passenger, there has been an in- vision freight agent.
crease in railway business. LocomoMr. Trealeaven Bald that there will
tives, cars and roadbeds, all have been be a meeting between tho traffic ofchanged to meet the growing demand ficials of the Santa Fe and the exeof short and long distance travelers, cutive committee of the oil
producers.
and of, our ever Increasing army of He said that there are now few minor
details to be arranged before the reproducers and shippers.
quests of the oil men for better rates
on oil to all
May Lose Big Money.
the country within a
LOS ANGELES, Cal.. June 17.
radius of 400 miles of Kansas City
Senator Clark and his associates of are put into effect; As th trarflc offithe San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt cials have before stated the matter of
Lake railroad stand to lose several mil- rates to the gulf will have to lie In
lion dollars unless the trouble which abeyance for a while. Mr. Trealeaven
has arisen between his company and is In correspondence with the officers
the Southern Pacific and Santa Fe of the Kansas Oil Producers Assolines Is adjusted before the time ar- ciation, and the date of the meeting
rives for moving tho new citrus crop, will be announced in a few days.
about November 1. As has been exThere is u government, plum, worth
plained, the dispute among the several lines relates to switching from about $r.0,000,noo, that will fall into
the tracks of one to the other.
the outstretched hands of J. Plerpont
Senator Clark has contracted with Morgan. It is the financing of the new
the Armour car litre for refrigerators system of railways that. Is proposed
to haul his portion jot the crop and, for the Philippines, an announcement
as the Salt Lake road is not equipped of which project was brought to a
to do so much of the business at this certainty last Tuesday by the issue of
time, the trouble is causing no imme- a call by the Secretary of War, Mr.
diate loss. The Clark fruit cars are Taft, for bids for the building of the
not due to be delivered until winter. railroads. The contracts are to be
t,

Robert Rose who has been employj ed on the
rip rap track for somo time
Is now doing fireman's duty on tins
goat.

Hanson and
Fireman Ilardage are the latest railroaders reported sick ou tho local
Knglncer

S.

Cray and

Foil Minn.
KKST-KurnUh-

nottK

ixl

Apply to Mil

K.

t
room
II. UoJilkit.
a

poit

Munny, hratlthful furuUUiHt room

UUNxtiniml

Av.

WILUAM VAVCW.

5

so to

MKST -- Newly furnUhnl room
bfttli, Dll Third lit rent.

sssswSs
th

w

Miss Cuba Callen, stenographer lu
thu geenral foreman's office, has reKKN'T Thn llimm purtljr furntliel
'
signed her position and will go east X)Itwith wtnr. on room furnlh.it
(or
for the summer,
tlxnmn. lti'iuireM Lm Vt'ifii iMIry.

r

3

1111-no-

A onok. apply to Mm.

A. D.

00URTE0U3 ATTBtTIO

santa re, - n.u.

Coop-eritt-

AND UNFURNISHED.

a

t-- tt

8ALE.

FOR

R.eeJ Estate

MALE.,

matter. Uood pay. No cnnvMalog.
Advertising Co., New York.

(Scorgo Mayers, a former employo
of Superintendent Russol at his former division, has arrived here to assume duties as private stenographer
to Mr. Russell.

Two nlwiwof buslni property,
Ikxxl
bringing good inoorae, rvry choap.
(or utilllnK. Iniulr of Dr. B M. Williams.
l?OK HALE

r

Houses and lots for sale In all parti
of the city.
Ranch properties of all sties for salt
from six acres to 1,600 aero wltii
plenty of water for Irrigation.
Several vacant store rooms for rent

Alfred Luckett, the pleasant' chief
ordnr,
clerk of fieneral Foreman J. W. Rec- I70R HALK Cheap phatiton in Bond
ords Is about In a striking suit, the J enquire li. V. phone imo. V. v lntermta,
cynosure of all eyes. Remarks reIn good loittton.
Tha Berg rannh In Mora
garding the patterns, etc., are abun- F'UR (SALES
New Moxlco, well known for fifty Call and see us If
you wsnt to sell,
dant but tho stoical Alfred heeds not. yuarn. OixkI grazing and well watered for
rent or buy Real Estate, at 81S
Hbx'k and farming purposon. For particular
Douglas Avenue.
There Is considerable activity Just apply to Jowph a. atroua, La Vega, N. It.
at present In the roundhouse and the it Fifth air'.
machine, cheap.
twins Colo,
boy 8 are kept busy, with all pits oc- FOU SALK
ft4 Sixth
phono, am).
cupied. Rut as this Is payday, they
(Ha
seem to enjoy the abundance of work
more than usual.
LOST.
V

.

THE

car of California wine was rim
diamond ring on Tth street
on the rip track yesterday for re- TO.ST-- A cluster
Main and National. Keturn to
A.
6 4U
one
of the casks had Mr. J. Urlef for reward.
pairs. Evidently
sprung a leak as a tiny stream of the
Juice of the grape, oozed thro' the
car. It was remarkable to observe
HRS. H. 11. RAINEY,
the speed with which the fine scented
hobos located the ruby fountain.
Latest
A

Vacation

rates to Kansas City,

Style Dressmaking

Atch-Notic-

HARRIS

Real Estate

Company
AVENUE.

613 DOU1LAS

e

And Ladies Tailoring.

to owners of Horses, in the
ison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Chicago
and St. Louis and
other eastern
points. Round trip tickets will be on
This season the Southern Pacific perpetual and are to include sub- sale good to return until Oct. 31st
and Santa Fe roads will divide citrus sidiary franchises for the erection of at very low rates. For particulars
suitable telegraph and telephone lines apply at ticket office. W. J. Lucas,
freights to the amount of about
and, as the Clark line will along the railroad routes, the govern Agent -

Agent for
Pictorial Review Patterns.

Drome mnH PaatHaa
ma. 44om.i

West National Street, One- - hal( blooit went
of the Plazft

rt

Luch, cayc come one, meano getting up early, working
half of vjhat you earn.
LUCK--th- o
hind that
tho careful oxpondituro
inrj advantage of every
oblooyouto accomplish
qrdinarily rcquirco 25c
thio to bo the case,

77.

-

--

Maftoiiaf

hard andl caving

Thni'o truo. Bui GOOD
ooffico to ctqy, mcrrrro
of your ntcxoy cxdl
th
vjhloh
a dollar, that vjhfah
to 50c moro. Granting
tzlx-opporiu- nlty

cn-vji-

tvo thlnlx

GDano

CWVCJ0MtnrKrm

(SfwtwBSi

Jane

116, 117

mils
-

and W

p

f JunoJ6

v-

i tin

117

will appeal to every houses
keeper very strongly and
we intend that the prices
and quality of the goods e
fered on this occasion shall
the best evidence of our
above statement If thefol-measincerity in making the
lowing list of "Specials"
anything, over and
above a liberal use of Optic
space and type, it certainly
means that our customers
will save from ten to thirty
percent by purchasing at the Special GOOD LUCK SALEJsuch of the goods quoted as they require now
or are HKeiy to need in the near future.
We submit for your inspection the following list and cordially invite your careful perusal of its items:
of-b-

ns

1.00 Armour's Butterine 2 lb for.
cans assorted standard table fruit
t
25 15 lbs granulated CANE Sugar. ....-Plums
Coltoa
cans
brand egg
Rams horn brand extra fancy black berries' per can ... .20 2? lb. sack fresh Wnite Corn Meal
20 5 lbs fancv Japan rice
Monarch Brand 3 lb. can apple buttrr
t
.
in
3
8 lbs pearl hominey
25
Kenwood Brand assorted jelly
fur.
tumblers
glas
25 4 lbs
Beatrice brand Sugar Corn 3 can ....
barley
2
.25
White horse brand X fancy su rar corn c inlbs " tapioca
Jackson brand 2 lb. tomatoes 3 cans ...... . . ....... 25 3 packages Quail Oats.
3 cans Columbian creamto e
... 25 2
Pettyjohns Breakfast food..
"
6 cans american sardines
25 2
Grape nuts
"
3 cans tall Salmon 1 lb cans. ..
...25i2
Force
Gal. cans of pie fruit in Peaches pears plums grapes tfreen Diphne Brand fancv table figs 1 lb bri k.
3' iyz ib choice white Co kin;f
or apricots per can
hgs
...
Meadow Gold butter 2 lbs for
51 h crown Imperial Cluster raisins per lb.

7
2

2d 4 Crown Loose muscatal raisins per lb

!

,.1.00

18

.. ..50

9

...25

7
5

s

si

-

.........

j

j
,

'Li:

n

WANTED.

HELP WANTED:

Silvers of the Chlllcothe,
Santa Fe offices Is here to assume clerical duties In Superintendent Russell's office.
A. W.

BUT APPO&TGZan

!(&

L'Olt

Tho Western Union outfit Is hero to
build twenty-eigh- t
miles of lino to
the south of here. Twenty-twmen
WANTf.D
are in tho party.

PAL AGE

houn

HKNT
Kurnlnhwl room for
Stfiipmii with tmtli, Hi Wftsluittftuu.

tpOH
4.

board.

..THE..

Mmtt.uni

....25

....10
....25
....25
....25
....25

.

ibs best Greely potatoes.

" California NEW potatoes. ...... .
"
onions."
" Mexican 'dry
Pinto beans ............

,

lb sack of Highest quality table salt.
Ground black pepper per lb...... ....... .,

...

2 10

...25
. ...25 Ground Mustard
per lb
....25 11. bars dandy soap
. .. .25 8
Diamon.l "C" soap
.

....25

8

.

...10 ;7

.

...2"

.... 25

i
!

10

' Dover soao

Fnox

soar

t t

t
t

25

....25
....25
....25

.... t.O

.... ...
.

t

v..
" White Horax naptha soap
lbs washing Soda
. .

....25
...,25

'25
..25

.

,

Ar.

US

DAILY OPTIC.

VCQAI

but no longer a a voIft.i'tuii, revenge
ftil ami liarlmrotjH Memory of a
piihl. K&tlur It Khotild 1)0 am a

a Dm
is
JLnWVU DO

fur-gon-

established 1879.
published by
OPTIC COMPANY

i'hoii,

ami
liilf'lliKiiit
;fm h recognition of ih preKimt and
iri'iiH ii'loiiH problem
of
of tho
f 'ii-- ' woill i;!
future. Tint iu
ing wink over. America h becoming
of
it mighty Influence In l Ik- - council
(ho world. In I lif fchlftlng of scene
mid the trampling of tho foot of
Knttrtd mi IA fmtoffict at Lu i'tyai
acronn I ho
Htngra of empire,
trcoml-cldf
M
matter,
rial peril beet thin hi well as other
roiintrlfH,
JAMES GRAHAM McNARV, IdltOf.
Tho unthinking, rlototm
practice
of tiio piiHt few Fourths nave outlived
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
whatever of value they may ever have
had .Mini ahould be relegated to the
DKl.IVk.HKII II V CAKKIKK OK MAIL Umbo of the childhood of our nation.

JHE

thoughtful

Giboon

n--

,

Qoitz.

iim, no mutter how large, are safe. '
More capital has heen Invested during
the iHKt eight year and la now being!
invented in this commonwealth than
has ),f:n from tho day this territory
m ouiie an iinegrai part or the Union
to thu lnoOiing of the Otero admlnls-tiatjoThis Is another sure proof
that this iiilni'niutratlon Is considered
by fair minded and well posted cltl- .

AUVANCK

h0ne8t' eCn0n,lcal

JffSleS

s

Omllun Doth Phone;
Vogat 41B"Ootot 847

rn

na-tloi-

I.

&
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and!

TEER

TRAIGHT

for this store when you want straight
values. There is always smooth sailing
here for the purchaser of

Another predict fun of tho end of the
n nuiit th' milke In nuido. rule Hip
end
mmi, the ntrlko i bound
10 ill liy utti Itlon.

JEWELRY

The opining of the firxt reservoir
hjHiein uiul r thu goveiununt reclam-niatlo- n
act U nuixo for iiitieh rejoicing
on the part of thu ptoplo of the west.

No rocks of high Prices

no shallow

result of the close attention to
waters of poor quality.
JjQ
bclii'diilt) by the htreet car company I
hrt'n
.fel
GOVERNOR OTERO'S
.
,
m)K
in
MVtWlt ui VIW
Unv Month
I.
In
observed
the
number
being
greater
Here is a stock of goods for which we
ernor utero during the past eight
Thrtw Mnnth
gut)
HI
4 Ul
Month
has been of great honor and of ot passengers taken.
years
feel
.
On Yttaf
V
(From the New Mexican.)
justified in claiming everything.
graml benefit to the people and of the
Ftuiick) and Germany are ln a bad
The territorial admlnlatratlon dur utmost credit to hlmsolf. Tho records,
It
is new, the things are handsome, very
Tlie Weekly Optic.
ing the lust eight years has been hon- - the facts and the present conditions muss over the Moroccan trouble. A
.00
On Yer....... .
war between these nations over the
..
serviceable and not at all high priced.
cat, efficient and careful of the beat of New Mexico so prove.
Bl Muntli
.00
bit of woi'thlesa land ln controversy
intercut
of the people. The principal aim of Governor Otero has been to GERMANY IN SOUTHWEST AFRICA would be lamentable.
SATURDAY, JUNE 17. 1905.
aid la every poaslble way the progreft
and advancement of the moral, Ituhi- Peace prospects do not look any too
.
Germany has been huvlng bad forA MORE RATIONAL FOURTH.
nehH and political conditions In the tune In her colony In southwest
The Russian feeling spencouraging.
Africa.
' unHhlne Territory," and their co.v The latest news from
lit u is to be against peace If Japan's
there
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,
From now until the middle of July, atant and steady Improvement can the capture of tho German chronicles leims prove hurd, and it is well nigh
the citizen of La Vegas may expect jiiHtly and properly be ascribed to tho at VYartnbad by tho insurgent garrison
will
not
that
certain
Japan
relinquish
natives,
606 Douglas Avenue, Las Vegas, N. M.
to have their ears bombarded with a executive ability, honesty of purpose, which Is
merely the culmination of the fruits of her dearly bought vicaffairs
and
of
of
territorial
damable
nolsea, property
knowledge
a long series of reverses. Tho total tories by letting the Russians off easy.
medley
aged and the Uvea and limbs endau- - steadfast purpose to do what is right
area of Germany's possessions In
J. &. H&nkU
J. R.. NeClMry
gered as a result of that license which on tho part of the governor.
southwest
Africa is estimated at
la supposed to be founded upon a pa- f annolntments Governor Otero has
European
miles, which Is about the
square
Rata
trlotlc Instinct to celebrate the Fourth been unusually felicitous, especially size of Texas and half of New Mexof July. Of course there isn't any tnr
nnvomnr of nw Mevtm. who ico. It has native population of
429 South Broadway Loa Angelas
patriotism about a racket that com- - aWBya tlnia this task very difficult,
, and about 3700 European inhabth city's most beautiful and rtlatlca.lly lighted throuhfr
Kansas City Live Stock.
Loctd
upon
mences In the middle of June and Territorial and county officials ap- - itants,
Germans. The garKansas City, June 17. Cattle relasts till the middle of July. In fact, pointed by him have been selected rison atprincipally
the beginning of 1905 was esto
amounts
that
patriotism
anything from th, hegt men obtainable and. timated at a little less than 1000.
ceipts 900, including 400 southerns.
Is never expressed by noise, anyway. whlie he haB had many such to make.
There has been very little profit for Steady, Native steers, $4.25
$5.75;
The senseless manner that we, fol- - there have been but very few who Germany ln her colonies In Africa southern
$3.00
$5.00; south- YOUR
steers,
lowing the example of barbaric peo- have not proven worthy and well fitted says the 8t. Louis
$5.50; western
pie, have had of celebrating the for the positions of honor and trust to either In tne eastern or in the south- ern fed steers, $4.25
Fourth of July, the greatest anqlver- - which they were appointed.
$4.90; Btockers
western part of that continent. She and heifers, $2.25
sary In our national history has done
n Js a remarkable fact and one has had troubles from the beginning. and feeders, $3.00 $4.60; bulls, $2.35
much to obscure the real teachings of pleafiant t0 rejate ln the editorial col- They have been more serious than our
$5.75; west$4.25; calves, $3.00
the day, much to turn tho anniversary umn9 of a Repuuiican newspaper that disturbances inthe Philippines, for In
$3.50; western
Itself Into a howling farce. The Fourth tne nepubllcan party today is strong- - our case the end of troubles has prob- ern fed steers, $4.25
$4.50.
i
imiKeu lorwaru to
in juiy
Sheep reably been reached, practically speak- fed cows, $3.25
Mrs. Staodish has secured
or, 0r better organized and more
and remembered with regret. fjrflll than
The
of
haB heen ,nCe ltll name ing.
course, is an ceipts none, nominally steady. MutPhilippines,
It Is a day when thousands of people flm- became known ,n lhs territory, immeasurably richer territory than
$5.50; lambs, $5.75
a first-clas- s
dressmaker from
are killed or Injured, when hundreds slnce the party.B organzu,on hej.e anything that Germany has In Asia or tons, $4.25
$4.65
$7.50;
$3.40;
range
wethers,
of thousands of dollars worth of prop- ther have been
Africa.
resources
ln
The
of
timber
factl;)n8 ln it an(1 this
New York, and will guar$4.60.
erty Is destroyed by fire, when rowdy- - PRp(.daiiy ha bcen the case during the more valuable kind in the Philip- fed ewes, $4.23
Ism Is rampant and a lady cannot
are
inexhaustible.
pines
Xne
t
virtually
Lpgigia.
,h
,hlrt yearg
Chicago Live Stock,
appear on the si reels wit hout danger
antee the best styles and fit
14, Traces of extensive mineral wealth
v, A(,8rmbl,C8 e(,ctcd Blnce
of being annoyed or placed In per 1. 1897 have been 0VCrwhelmlngly
have also been found.
Chicago, June 17. Cattle receipts
Great difficulty attends the govern- 400. Steady. Good to prime steers, in Ladies' tailor-mad- e
people puhcan aiu, Republican admlnlstra-whpeace and liberty-lovinsuits
csn do so, flee to the mountains Uon()
,n mofjt of t)0 counties have ing of Inferior races. We have dis- $5.40 g $6.25; poor to medium, $4.00
.r to Jie woods to escape the noise bet)n thfl rule
our
covered
ln
short experience
that
$5.25; stockers and feeders, $2.75
glnce tnat tlme a,8f)
and all the latest costumes.
and rowdyism of the holiday.
$4.50; heifers,
delegates to Congress on the other side of the globe, not to 3 $4.75; cows, $2.50
Republican
mention our connection with the In- $2.50
All this Is principally because the have been elected by increased
$5.00; banners, $1.40
$2.40;
Also just received a fine line
people, In their good na- - nlal majorities and even in the 1904 dians at home. Arrogance and graft bulls, $2.25 3 $4.00; calves, $3.00
are apt to characterize the controlling $6.50; Texas fed steers, $4.00
$5.00;
ture, have allowed liberty to become election, although an independent
They have allowed the noisy publican candidate was In the field, race, as It did to some extent with tm Sheep receipts 15,000. Steady. Good of comely hats from New
in the case of the Indians. On the to choice wethers, $4.50
and unpatriotic element to overpower the regular Republican nominee
$5.00; fair
sacred meaning of the day with a celved more than double the majority score of arrogance, however, we have to choice mixed, $3.50
$4.40; west- York.
$5.00; native lambs,
great volume of nothingness. Even ever received by and Republican can-th- fewer sins than have been charged to ern sheep, $4.00
the Germans in southwest Africa. Ac- $4.50 Q $6.65.
Fourth of July orations and the didate for that office with the
songs are going down be- - tlon of the phenomenal election ln cusations of graft, too, have been
made against them. It is certain that
fore the Infernal propaganda of can- - 1902.
Reports of big catches of mountain
DOUGLAS
German rule Is very obnoxious to the trout were current on the west side
non crackers and anvils and other
A great dea, of credlt for thIs 8ati8.
Bushmen
thla
Hottentots.
and
Damara
of
machinations of prodi- - j
One
the
morning.
captured
Is
Btate
of
affairs
factory pontic
'peoples, which make up the bulk of beauties measured eighteen inches.
glous capacity.
JuBtIy due Governor Otero and his
the wild tribes of that quarter of the
the good sense of the American ministration, especially when It Is
Is asserting Itself. The press tlced that, as every other Governor of world. For the moment, at least,
baa taken up the fight for a more New Mexico, he has bad factions and German authority ln southwest Afsane and sensible celebration of the contentions in his own party ln add! rica seems to have been subverted. It
Fourth. Already the more progres- - tlon to the opposition of the regular may be restored evntually, but the
aire cities are adopting stringent reso-- Democratic organization and Its can German people, who have to foot the
lutlons governing the observance of didates. Right here, It la well to say bills, will be apt to ask their governthe national holiday.
that he has had less trouble and less ment If this sort of colonization pays.
It is beginning to be realized that strife In bla own party than any gov-I- t
OUR NAVAL 8ECRETARY.
Is more than folly to turn a city ernor, Republican or Democrat, during
into a bedlam, to burn buildings and the past thirty years. Governor Axtell,
Barking against Mr. Bonaparte as
slay children because more than a a Republican, was bitterly opposed by
century Bnd a quarter ago a narrow, part of hlB party and wa8 compelled Secretary of the Navy because he is
half Idiotic English king and a silly to resign owing to this very strife, Independent ln local politics shows
the penury to which partisan enthuobstinate prime minister persisted In Governor
Wallace during his entire siasts
are frequently reduced In the
a course against which the English term nad a Btrong faction
of the
at home and ln every part of pubi;Can party against him; Governor matter of intelligence. Even if the
new Secretary haI been a Democrat
the world protested.
Sheldon had to meet the opposition of
Tho Fourth of July marks the birth a large part of the Republican party in national elections, the crime of
fine cool
sheer, evenly
putting him in the cabinet would have
of the most puissant and potential while In the executive chair;
the seemed
not. amng the most hein
us
to
case
be.
The
are
nation of the world. The anniversary Democratic governor, Ross, was fought
emshould be celebrated in a dignified, up--! by a faction in his party with such ous, nut as he Is a thorough Repu
effects
in
in
Is
blican
expensive
it
see
'
ridiculous
to
doubly
by
lifting and inspiring manner, ln a bitterness that his administration was his
hostility to both mach
manner that appeals to the best
failure; Govenor Prince at no tlm-- ines Impartial
forcing politicians
m
trlotlsm of the people. The unthlnk-- ! durlns? his four years' service had a to in Marvland,
brand htm as a Democrat. One
ing pretense of celebration that can peaceful administration and was con- - of the
we
most
need
to learn, if
things
find no other avenue of escape but Htantly annoyed by a Republican fac
honest state and city
that of noisy effervescence is on a tlon; Governor Thornton, the Demo-- I we are to have
in the United States, Is
;
OUR
cratlc governor, whom Governor Otero governments
par with that expression of
ment, "My country may she always bo succeeded, could not unite his party that mayors, aldermen, state leglslutors.
and commissioners
right, but right or wrong, my coun- and had considerable trouble with its of publicgovernors,
are to be judged not
one-thir- d
leaders.
Governor Otero has man- from their works
try."
views of Thomas Jefferson,
That sounds pretty but is radically aged more successfully than any other the
lf
one-haless
prices.
Philippines, tariff reform, or dip
finposed to the highest Ideal of pa- governor to overcome these Internal
the
in
but
from
their
lomacy
Orient,
triotism. It Is the patriotism of the party differences and1 to make his adLaces,
and fitness for the task with
OF
robber barons of Germany whose an- ministration
beneficial and whole- honesty
VV
which
men
are
intrusted.
Few
Chithey
adorn
vine
the
some to the people and to strengthen
cient battlements still
Crepe
of our
clad heights beside the Rhine. It Is the Republican party to such an ex- more time have made this distinction
nes,
$5.00
successfully than Mr. Bonaparte.
the patriotism of the strong nation tent and to such a degree that, as said He has
heen member of a party with- the
the
that conspires against
above, the party stands better and out
weak;
being irrelevantly and foolishly a
higher today with the people than tt partisan.
patriotism of might is right.
His standards of civic life
We, In this country are beginning ever stood In Its history.
are high, he Is eminent In his profes-- !
to realise that the highest patriotism
To use a homely phrase "The proof slon, fearless in his acts, and of such
Is not found In such principles as of the
pudding la in the eating, and
that he will do
these but In absolute right and Justice. the people of New Mexico by a very general Intelligence
something to stem the degeneracy of
It Is such teachings that need to be large majority know by personal ex- the
cabinet since McKlnley's death. He
disseminated by our press and our perience for the eight years last past
with the president about the
agrees
line of
schools and our pulpits and made that the Otero administration
has
much of on our Kreat national anni- been a singular success, considering navy, although his voice is not so
nPQJfO
sold
and
the
selection
raucous,
altogether
versary. It is high time that the pas- - the difficulties, the impediments and Is one In which
the
should
country
time of tweaking the British lion's tail the opposition which have existed ln
line
rejoice.
1
sale ot
should be discontinued with the wav- New Mexco for many years;
High
the
Inonce
of
shirt
the
that
bloody
ing
A MORE EXCELLENT WAY.
territory has advanced to a wonderflamed the north and the south.
ful degree and progress in every diline of
With nations and with individuals rection has been great and remarkThe Albuquerque fair manazment
CtH
this is a time when we should move ably gratifying. This Is especially no- Is maktng a mistake in its method of
JUmlUfU
on to greater things before forgetting ticeable with the Influx of capital. advertising this year.
Colors
Instead of
those things which are behind, those The number of banks today, national sending fresh and well written matter
line
9CL
things that have Inflamed .our pas- and private, Is treble what it was in for first publication, it is sending out
sions and our prejudices and have IS97. Capital does not go to a com- reprints from other papers, which
will
be
sold
75c,
blinded our understandings. And one of monwealth where it is not safe and have a rule, as far as The Optic is
the most pleasing features of our ad- where there Is a corrupt or dishonest concerned, been used in the territorial
s
vance is the protest that Is going up administration. This Incident will columns a week or two before the
from every town In the country against show that capitalists, generally very
are received. New and ortgtnat
the senseless desecration of our nat- timid, are sure that property rights newR can be prominently displayed
ional anniversary.
will bo properly protected by the pre with big heads. Reprint matter, old
8urely we should celebrate the day. sent administration and that Invest at that. If utilized at all. cannot com
mand n Important place in the pa- line
received
tier. This suggestion Is given In the
best of spirit with a view to pointing
out the manner fn which better results may be secured bv advertising
VT
:
the fair through the newspapers.
-
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The Markets
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BROADWAY HOTEL
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200,-00- 0
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The Styles are bewitching by beautiful and correct the fabrics a
wooven lawn or a
perfectly washable Japs silk
as the
may
those dainty laces and
trimmings
broideries
the
used
waists fashioned
high
class dressmakers. Altogether a lot of waists that has never had
an
Las Vegas.
equal

pa-:- a

I

SUhVJaSotct

,

I

Reductions from
than recent

j

;

to

of
Waicfc
CMS IS and

Japs silks

recently priced

QQ

i

Waists

j

Scap

IVmtfoiv EBSoploy

de

j

.

LOOK AT

..$2.50

LAIN

MISTS

Waioto

I

One

Special

Ladies'

Grade One

Lace Stockings

One

tan, brown, champagne,
gray and white, regular
One
.

waists to be

at..

rr
&G

of waists to

besoldat

waists to

besoldat

of waists to

besoldat

ru

for

cllp-nltiR-

50 Cento

!

Cqqpo Lumber Company

Sash, Doors, Builders Hardware. Wall Paper

et's have a senslM

Fourth.

The paiters of the country speak In
glowinst terms of Paul Morton for
stnrral chairman of the Equitable.

Coal and Wood
COTH PHONES

l

The cyclone season Is ovr, but that
doesn't matter in Kansas.

Glass, Paints, Varnishes, Brushes,

t:o. 00

j

36

The world hopes that the peace ne
gotiations will be begun before Oyama
has time to strike another blow In
Mpnchurla.

Just

a big

NOTICE!

of

WE have now

on exhibition
the celebrated E R
in brown. Regular price 50c; to
Reed & Co, LADIES' SHOES.
be sold 3 pairs for
Any lady desiring to select
their shoes for fallhad better
call at once, as the
samples
One line of Children's and Misses' are
left
for
a limited
only
regular 35c hose, tor
time.

01.00
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8

New Era for Nevada and
TWO BEAUTIFUL WOMEN WHO ESCAPED
Closing Exercises o!
the Entire Western Country
SPRING CATARRH BY TAKING
Lorctto Academy
Tho clohing exercises ot Loretto
Description ot the
Canal Project Spring Fever is Spring Catarrh-Nothi- ng
wvre held last night at Uo
Robs One academy
academy hall before a largo and appreNear Reno The First to be Oponed Under
ciative audience. The program,
of Strength Like Spring Catarrh.
sisting ot musical and elocutionary
PE-RU-N- A.

Truckee-Carso-

n

con-

the Reclamation Service.

Reno. Nevada. June 17. With the tlers who are
expected to take up the
opening of tho Truckee-Carsocanal land.
below Reno today, the first of tho irriThe method of obtaining the
gation systems constructed by the
land In the newly Irrigated
undT the reclamation act, n area Is simple. The charge has been
new era lias opined up for Nevada and fixed by the
secretary of the Interior
the entire west.
at a maximum of twenty-sidollars
The main canal runs from Derby, an acre. This sum will not
represent
fifteen miles east of Reno, on llio
price to the land but n
Truckee river, to a point ten mile thepurchase
title to the water, The land
perpetual
above Leyevllle on the Carson river, Itself will be a homestead.
Applicaa distance of thlrty-onmiles.
tions for the land are now being made
A peculiar feature of the first few to the html offlco in Carson
City. Tho
mlleH o ft he canaf la that earth em- water
dollars an
right of twenty-sibankments aro left in their natural acr; will be payable In ten equal incondition, while the rock work is al- stallments and title will not lapse
most Invariably cemented. This Is on until two payments have been passed,
account of the fact that government which will give the homesteader th
engineer Taylor fears percolation more opportunity of passing over a hard
MU will fill the interthan erof-lon- .
no
year. Tho government will
stices of sand and loam but would bo Interest on deferred paymentscharge
but will
carried through creviced rock. Where probably offer an Incentive for prompt
the walla and bottom of the ditch are settlements.
cemented, and this condition prevails
The charge of twenty-sidollars an
for miles, tho bottom narrows to ten BCre is set to cover the rust rif oun.
feet on account ot the fact that there .structing the Irrigation system and
will be little friction and retardal of maintain It for a period of years.1 If
the waters, it Is estimated that the It Is found that the charge was set
flow, will pass as easily through this too high the last payments will not be
medium us where ihe walls ar twenty required. In any event there will be
feet apart at the bottom rind are com- no additional charge.
At the conclusion of ten years the
posed of earth.
One of 'lie chief difficulties that the plant will be turned over to the water
government, engineers will have to con- users' association that is to be
tend with Is the wind, which carries
after a plan to be Indorsed
in front of It and its trail a whirl of by the secretary of the Interior.
sand. On a stormy day the desert
The government will continue to
sand drifts constantly into the ditch hold the title to the sources of
supply
so rapidly that it threatens the use- and will remain in a iwmitlon
to
fulness of the canal if not cleaned out. straighten out affairs if mismanage- , every few weeks,
ment, ever results on the part of the
TThe
only remedy that has been water users' association.
The government is sparing no, ex- found for this evil is a series of fences
to hold back the powdured silica, pense to build the svstem so ihnt it
three tunnels are on the line of the will need no extensive repairs and for
ditch in addition to a tunnel spill- mis reason has greeted rock and ce-- I
way. These are lined with cement and ment walls where mere earth would
were difficult of construction on ac- j have sufficed for a few years.
The soil of the great Carson plain
count of squeezing ground.
A large amount of
thorough and is of almost unknown depth and was
searching hydrographlc work was leposlted by water courses in andone in Nevada both before and after cient days. The constituents are
the passage of the reclamation act.
owing to the many points from
This work consisted in measurement which ttit-- were brought. There are
of the discharge of the principal net tnougn stones in the entire plain
streams of the state together with to buiM the fon.dation of a house. In
that of their various tributaries to addition to earte of cultivation and
determine the character and extent great depth, the soil possesses remarkof the supply of water upon which able fertility .
to base estimates for the work that
Is now being carried on.
Drain or waste ditches form an Im-

selections, was most entertaining and
reflected great credit on tho Institu-

is the Finest Tonic
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For a Weary Woman.

n

gov-emine-

After tho completion ot the program
w. R. Tipton paid a high tribute
to the Christian teal and tho success
of the sisters in the noblo field of
educutlon,
Tho following premiums were awarded by Dr. Tipton at the close of tho
address:
Gold medal for Christian doctrine,
donated by Mr. Charles llfeld, awarded
to Miss Amelia Delgado.
Second premium in Christian doctrine, merited, Misses S. Cayot, O.
Lncy, Klolsa llaca, Mary Gallegos, Marguerite fiilva, Florence Elliott, Grace
Klllott, Petra Coblcy, Concepclou
Rosa Qulntaua, Amalla Gold,
Prlscllla Martlnes.
Awarded by lot to Florence Elliott.
Gold raeral for good conduct, donated by J. II. SteaniH.
by J. H. Stearns.
Merited by Amelia Delgadu, Stella
Cayot, Amelia Itaca, Deatrice Baca,
Adella Phillips, Gerty Lacy. Mary Gallegos, Marguerite Silva, Klolsa llaca,
Lossie McConvill.
Awarded by lot to Lossio McConvill.
Second premium for good conduct,
merited by Josephine Chavez, Rosa
Qulntana, Marie Packard, Petra Cob-leAmalla Gold, Mario Hernandez,
Slmforosa Vigil, Manuela Padla, Isa
Hernandez, Fellellas. Vigil, Marguerite
Dr.

MIkh U. liiea Hilvern, IWi W. l.'fclth street. Nbw
York City, (irand Record or Daughter of American

Independence, w rl ten :
"Niuo years of work, without a vacation, wore
out my uervou
yntem. 1 lout my appetite and felt
weak and exhausted nearly all the time,
"Peruna restored me to perfect health In five
weeks. It Is the finest tonic for a weary woman
that I know ot. I gladly endorse
Inet
ouvera.
,

x

o
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Peruna la the most prompt and permanent ouru for
all cases of nervous prostration caused by ayatemio
catarrh known to the medical profession,

Man-tan- a,
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portant part of the irrigation system,
The cost of these, together with a
concrete diversion dam on the Carson
river and other structures, will approximate half a million dollars.
The Initial irrigation system will be
used to distribute water over about
fifty thousand acres of land. During
the next two years the system will be
extended to cover one hundred and
fifty thousand acrs more. This will
increase the total distributing system
to a length of twelve hundred miles.
Arrangements are now being made
to construct a regulating dam at the
mouth of Lake Tahoe. As a larger
area of land is brought under irrigation and the demand for water Increases, five or" six other dams on the
Truckee river and its tributaries will
be constructed and four reservoirs will
be built on the Carson river. One of
the reservoirs will be eighteen miles
in length and will have a surface area
of eleven thousand acres.
Ttoe entire irrigation system
as
projected will not be completed for
nine or ten years and will cost about
Hint million dollars. After the initial
work is finished and the first section
of land s placed under irrigation, the
balance of the project will be carried
out with the proceeds of the sale of
government land adjacent to the ditches and the sale of water to the set

Babylon of Old

Taking as his subject "The PermanArbitration and Peace,"
Strauss, toiuiur American ambassador to Turkey and a member of the peace conference at the
Hague, spoke before the Lake
(N. Y.) conference on international Arbitration in part as follows::
"The peace conference at the Hague
was summoned in time of peace,"' not
only to maintain, but to promote
peace; and never in the history of the
world had such a large and representative conference or congress assembled.
Never had so many nations
united in promoting their own and
each other's welfare and peace.
"We have witnessed f the nations
come under the jurisdiction of this
court in four international controversies, two of which bristled with, all
the dangers of war.
"Vegetius, the great authority on
the art of war, writing in the beginning of the decline of the Roman empire, was the author of the doctrine,
'Who would desire peace should be
prepared for war,' but it was not foreseen that with the march of mortem
eco
j inventions and the extraordinary
nomic burdens those preparations entailed circumstances would develop
that these very increasing burdens of
ent, Court of
my. uscar ir.

Mo-hon-

k

RANCH FOR SALE
The owners of the ranch property,
situated in the lower valley of. the
Coyote, in Mora County, New ..exico,
and well known for over fifty years
as the "Berg Ranch," have decided to

sell it.
In placing this property on tlc market for sale, the owners desire to call
attention to certain features whien
they believe will Interest and attract
the health seeker, the investor and
anyone desiring a location for farming, ranching and stock raising.
This ranch property is situated in
the lower vailey of the Coyote river,
enclosed on the north by high mountains, the west and east by hills, and
to the south is an expansive view of
the broad prairie land. The mountains
and bills protect it from the storms
and the cold weather of the winter
months.
They are largely covered
with pine, pinon and cedar timber,
which adds to the picturesque scenery. The magnificent estate known as
La Cueva lies to the north of this
ranch. It is a principality in itself.
To the east is situateu the Mora Grant
lands of the once famous Benjamin P.

, Butler's estate. On the south lies the
old Weber home, now owned by K. S.
Blernbaum, the present County Clerk
of Mora county, and to th? westlies
the beautiful
ward
agricultural settlement known as Las
and the grazing and pasture
lands of Mr. L. P. Warder, one of the
first American settlers in this part of
the countryand turther west lies the
most beautiful valley in the county,
on the Mora River, known as Beuna
Vista. Mora, the county seat, is about
twelve miles to the north west, Las
Vegas, the county seat of San Miguel
County, is situateu aout twenty miles
south, where has been recently located
the Fraternal City, selected by a com
mittee of well known nhysicians as
th best nlace in the west where the
dreaded disease, consumption, can be
treated. "Watrous is the railroad sta
tion, fourteen miles to the southeast.,
and from which point trie nan man
passes to Mora.
Golon-drina-

s,

Pure water, beautiful' mountain and
plain scenery, fresh, warm and salubrious air, laden with ozone fron the
pines of the mountains, make this lo
cation unsurpassed for health.
This ranch contains about 2,800
acres. Of this 110 acres is farming
land under ditch with abundant supply of water, twenty acres in alfalfa,
the greatest paying crop in New Mex
icotwenty acres in a native grass,
which makes good hav. two acres
in garden with apple bearing trees.
The farming land is fertile, and
corn, oats, wheat, rye, barley, vegetables, in fact all farm products, and
small fruits and berries can be grown
profusely. One hundred acres seeded
to alfalfa will yield a net return of
$10 per acre, or a net yearly income
of $1,000. Other crops will pay in
All of the farming land
proportion.
and a portion of the grazing land is
under a three barbed wire fence, and
the balance of the land can be easily
fenced by attaching to other fences.
There are seven rooms, adobe, dirt
roof not in good condition. Also corrals and stone walls used for stables,
a good chicken house.
The floods of last September, the
heaviest in years, did considerable
damage to the irrigating ditches, hut
same can be easily repaired. The
Cayote river enters the ranch through
a high stone gap about 300 yards in
width, and runs through the valley in

MISS ESTELLE CAMPBELL

y,

Mia

Estelle Campbell, 140 N. High street, Nash
ville, Tenn., writes:
"Peruna helped me when almost everything else
failed. I was rundown from overwork, as I had
not been able to take a vacation for three years
and naturally my nerves were all unstrung and I
was gretiUf In need ot rest and a tonic
"1 went away for two months, but did not seem
to get my strength back, although I was taking a
prescription which the doctor gave me before I
.went away.
"At the request of my relatives, with whom I was
visiting, I began to use Peruna, and you cannot
realize how glad I was when within a week I found
I was feeling so much better.
Inside of a month I
was feeling splendidly, ready and able to take up
my worK again." Ksteuo i;ampbeu.

.reparation accumulating from year
o year might prove even more crush- ins ana insasuous man war itself.
Vegetian doctrine with a more con
vincing array of facts and statistics
as developed under present conditions
than the late Russian-Jewispublic
ist, Jean de Bloch. It was his great
work, "The Future gf War," that was
largely if not chiefly the cause of influencing the Czar of Russia into the
calling of the peace conference at
h

the Hague."
"Can anyone doubt that the czar
and the people of Russia are today lamenting their tolly, their weakness
and their shortsightedness in not following the . teachings and the warnings of Jean de Bloch? The provi
dence of God, or call it the logic of
history, is inexorable, It could not be
that one slrfth of the habitable area
of the world should permanently be
condemned to be ruled over as Russia
has been ruled, and in defiance of
every law of humanity and civilization.
"The Klschlneff massacre was the
handwriting on the wall. The Babylon of old is Russia of today. Oyama
is the Russian Cyrus, and Bloch the
Daniel
that has interpreted that
ghastly spectre. Instead of lessening
the scope, the meaning and the future application of the Ha$ue tribunal, this terrible and bloodiest war
of all history will bring home to the
nations of the world that no war
can bring victories comparable with
'peace with honor.'
"The very fact that behind the
world's diplomacy stand ever open the
doors of the Hague tribunal cannot
InIn the chancellories of nations.
stead of the barbaric cry that has
rung through history, 'To arms, to
arms!' the voice from out of the great
Temple of Peace will appeal to the
conscience of nations and its mesage
will ring out, "To the Hague, to the
Hague!
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MISS B. INEZ SILVERA.

and a run down condition which seemed
very difficult to overcome.
"I tried several different tonics but
did not seem to get much better until 1
began using Peruna. My recovery was
slow, but I was improving and 1 was
glad to continue using It.
"At the end of two months my health
was restored and I looked and felt much
better than I had for years. Your remedy is well worthy of a recommend
and I am pleased to give itf mine."
frank Williams.

Spring Tonic.
Almost everybody needs a Ionic in the
spring. Bomething to brace the nerves,
invigorate the brain, and cleanse the
blood. That Peruna will do this is beyond all question.
We have oa file thousands of letters
which testify to the curative and preventive value of Peruna in cases of
nervous depression and run down conditions of tte system. We quote a
typical case:
Mr, Prank Williams, 8W5 84th street,
New York City, member, Firtt Presbyterian Church and Captain Capitol (iolf
Olub, writes :
"Lttbt spriDg I sufftred wHh malaria
A

Peruna never falls to nrevent
spring catarrh or nervous prostration, if taken In time.

Contains No Narcotics,
One reason why Peruna baa found per.
manentuB in so many homes is that it
contains no narcotic of any kind. Peruna is perfectly harmless. It can be
used any length of time without acquiring a drug habit. Peruna does not produce temporary results! It is permanent
in its effect.
It has no bad effect upon the system,
and gradually eliminates catarrh by removing the cause of catarrh. There are
a multitude of homes where Peruna has
been used off and on for twenty years.
Such a thing could not be possible If
Peruna contained any drugs of a narcotic nature. All correspondence held
strictly confidential.
Pe-ru--
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by I. Davis, merited by Amelia llaca,
Amelia Delgado, Adella Phillips, Mary
Gallegos, Stella Cayot, Marguerite Silva, Gerty Lucy, Beatrice llaca, Elolsa
Baca.
Awarded by lot to Marguerite Silva.
Gold medal for music, donated by J.
G. Murphy,
awarded to Miss Stella
Cayot,
Second premium for music, donated
by Geo. Zander, merited by "Misses

Nellie Preston, Marie Scbaefar, Helen
Schaefar, Helen Cunningham, Adella
Phillips, Gladys Trainer, Lossie McConvill. Josephine Chavez, Florence
Elliott, M. Packard, Teresa Chavez, V.
Packard; Masters J, Stern and T.
Truder.
Awarded by lot to Miss Josephine
Chavez,

It is ten times easier to cure
coughs, croup, whooping cough and
all lung and bronchial affections
when the bowels are open. Kennedy's
Laxative Honey and Tar Is the original Laxative Cough Syrup.
Gently
moves the bowels and expels all cold
from the system. Cuts the phlegm,
cures all coughs and strengthens
weak lungs. Sold by Winters Drug
Co., and K. D. Goodall.
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Waterp rooi
Signs!

Any Color or Combination of Color, guaranteed
not to fade or water-soak- ,
the only practical
sign for out door

An Observation Class.
One of the features of the summer
session which opens at the Normal
next Monday is the observation class
under the instruction of Miss
who has had charge of the
first grade in the training school the
past year. During the first four
weeks the class will consist of first

grade children, and during the sec

ond four weeks of those classified In
the second grade. Thde will be no
expense whatever to children en
rolled in this class. This will be a
good opportunity for a dozen more
boys and girls to do regular first or
second grade work for a period of
four weeKs. The work of this class
will begin about half past nine and
continue till eleven. Instruction will
be given in all branches usually taught
in the first and second grades and will
bo made attractive to the little ones.
The worlf of this class will be observed by the teachers enrolled in the
summer session and will be made the
basis of the instruction in primary

a southeast course.. The
the entire water connected with it.
If this brief sketch Interests you,
the undersigned will be glad to communicate with you further, and also
will be glad to have you visit the
ranch. It is undoubtedly a pay'ng
proposition, and as the owners have
undivided interests, some living away
from the territory they have decided
It best to dispose of It. Price and
terms will be made known upon apRespectfully,
plication.
JOSEPH B. WrATROt7S,
NO. 723 Fifth St.,
methods of teaching and thus profitLas Vegas, N. M.
able to both pupils and teachers.
ranch-own-
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the satisfactory and economical outfitting of men, we
offer inducements which never fail to be appreciated by
those who understand them. One of these inducements
is originality in style, fabric, and every other essential of
a gentleman's attire-n- ot
the originality that trespasses in the
slightest upon Good Taste or Correct Style, but which rather
illustrates and emphasizes both.
to wear suit of
a
to
own measure or we can sell
We
a
fOR

can either make suit
you
your
ready
our store or shop.
of
We
from
will
also guarantee every piece goods taken
clothes that will fit you.
Ready-to-wesuits from $12.50 up. Tailor made suits $30 up We have five or six choice patterns left over from our special sale that will go at $25 cash.
Ticket No. 12 drew last week's suit in the suit club. Another club is now being formed. Get
In on the ground floor.
ar

cumsusRS.

tailors..

rft

G15 Lincoln Aire.

Advortiooro ofFcoto.
1

lnJflfUL

Altvayo

Up-to-D- otc.
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lngs responsible for foreign work. It1 and methods at the annual meeting
has now an independent mission, but next year, and the adjustment of the
It Is stated that it should not have
affairs of the society to the new order
such. The demand by Quaker leaders of
things. The reorganization plan,
is that the foreign board have. headtrongly supported by the committee
secwhere
New
its
in
York,
quarters
which brought it in, was as stoutly
retary may be In touch with officers opposed by most of those responsible
of denomination organizations, and for the
condition of thinss
that this secretary should do the ad- in the presentitself. Yet the vote
to'
society
of
ministrative work
nearly twenty
was 49 to 16. It Is plan- different boards not maintaining sep- reorganization
to elect one secretary only, but to
' ned
arate existence.
have an assistant, who Is to be sta- Methodist Yearly Meetings.
tioned In Chicago, there being a very
So vigorously has agitation started general demand in the west that an
in among Methodists in favor of a

Religious Thought in Various
nominations Throughout the World

The Baptist fnwrird movement in western workers are Baying that it
evangelism, inaugurated last winter, Is an old Idea, prevailing there for a
h. been formal) v placed In charge down years ina more. The lateral
tho
tional committee hopes, by the adopof the horoj ml38ion
lulli to be let to the K"V. Dr. L. tion of its advarced grides, to Insure
Morehouse, sairetut y, to carry out. a better knowledge of the English
The pulan Involves the hiring of one Bible on tho part of students entering
or more evangelists, who are to hold the colleges.
supreme court, that a protest has
Advent Publishing Plant.
meetings In principal cities. The
in that body, not against the
arisen
Adventlsts have
The Seventh-Dascheme of Inducing pastors of church-cbut vetoing the discussproposition,
remove
their
to
voted
publishof
time
Just
some
their
to give
portion
tme. The propostlon
at
of
this
it
ion
Battle
from
Mich.,
Craek,
for work near home, but In cities, ing plant
Is
a
that
body be formed
permanent
different from the ones they usually to Takoma Park, a suburb of Wash? to sit during the sessions of the quadhow
not
does
mean,
This
commitThe
be
tried.
Is
to
Ington.
labor In.
rennial
conference. The detee In charge of the whole thing Is ever, that the headquarters of this mand forgeneral
court
arises out of the
such
rebe
will
required to be made up of business branch of the Adventlsts
same situation as brings the same
of Its moved from Michigan to the national
men to the extent of
demands in the Presbyterian, Episcapital. Tho annual conference, Just
number, at least.
and some other bodies. It is
copal
funds
State organlaztlons, especially those held, voted to spend sufficient
claimed that such
body
In the east, have heen appealed to, to equip a complete publishing plant. will be filled with permanent
men of judicial
conference
laid
was
this
Is
It
by
and have responded liberally,
Emphasis
and be better qualified to
said. The budget for the work will upon the tithe system which, It was minds,
handle trials at law. The arguments
and
Is
not
followed,
a
Is
being
announced
$15,000
year,
It
reported,
be,
Meth
of the
the
and efforts are now making to raise the denomination Is short of funds. against the spirit of thepresent
Me
present
aaginst
spirit
six
of
different
Seventh-daone
are
that fund. In order that the campaign
more
and
and
odist
second,
policy,
In
the whole
may be ' put Into operation in the varieties of Adventlsts
that there has of late been
cotujtry and have about 30,000 com- emphatic,
early autumn.
discussion
enough in Methodism. It
municants.
Is declared that the general confer
Sunday 8chool Ltssons.
Presbyterian Evangelism.
ence Is three years off, viz., 1908, and
Some active workers In Sunday
school work are blunt enough to say
Carrying the conference plan Into that Methodism must now settle down
purto hard work, and continue at such
that this year the Rev. Dr. T. Is. the foreign mission field Is theassemwork for two years at least.
pose the Presbyterian general
Neeley having been elected a Methodist bishop and sent off to the Argen- bly's committee on evangelistic work
Reorganization Favored
tine republic, the international con- Is undertaking in sending Rev. Dr.
The
Congregational Home Mission
n
tour
on
vention will be able to modernize Its Howard Agnew Johnson
society Is the honored agency of
lesson plans to some extent Two of the world. Rev. Dr. Johnston was ary
Congregatlonallst8 for home mission
l'"""" i a
years ago at Denver the plans look- n iui lilt l t'liaaAu
effort, and is one of the oldest or
h
hnpn
nromlnpnt
Mir.
ing to this end were defeated, under
once
for KnUIAtSCIIHIB V lll-- lllliu III
the conservative leadership of the New York one. He starts at
A system of state auxiliaries grew In
mission
of
the
a
tour
Presbyterian
bishop named.
around it, and differences of opinion
for
be
to
absent
and
expects
The International convention meets fields,
concerning leadership
developed
will
He
visit
a year.
In Toronto on June 23, and It la stat- more than
whether the state societies were su
India,
Korea.
Slam.
Syria,
2000
Egvpt.
ed that there will be more than
a
and the national
Japan, and the Philippines. He preme house, or whether society
was
there
delegates. It Is this convention that China.
of
clearing
natives
the
decides finally upon the International will labor, not among
with auxiliaries ac
countries, but will hold confer- a national insociety,
lessons, which are studied by many these
some measure to It. The
countable
missionaries
American
with
the
ences
more children each Sunday than are
the
first to brln.j thes-- iso- vote just taken Roems to Indicate
the lessons of all other agencies In In these fields, Into
with nrlmacy of the state idea, but the
touch
closer
workers
lated
a
the whole world together. "Winning
second, to reorganization Is to make all into one,
Generation" Is to be the general top- the reotle at home, and.
and give the power coming, however, from the
lives
ic of the Toronto meeting, and among deepen their spiritual for their tasks.
'state leaders. Under the old order of
fresh courage
the speakers will be Dlshop McDowell them trln'bv
un- - .things, a debt of $180,000 has been
Is
Johnston
Dr.
Rev.
The
president of the tteltsrtous Education
with the ' piled up. but it Is stated that this
in
Association; John Wanamaker, of
and
there ncor nas neen otie :iiit:iiy to n mum
Presbyterian foreign board,
rhllade;ihla. said to be superintendfor the
off in legaciesAppropriations
tne
siunem
some
wltn
he
relation
will
In
school
ent of the largest Sunday
nave neen
now
entered
upon
Ameriyear
the
and
movement
America, and Robert E. flpeer. lay volunteer
cut down $34,000, and under the shasecretary of the Presbyterian board. can board.
dow of better things to come, it is
Quaker Yearly Meetingt.
Plant For Toronto Convention.
that the society may get
expected
their yearly
the year, and perhaps enter
It is stated that the committee to ;' Quakers have Just held
through
the orthodox upon reorganization, without any inlesAmong
meetings.
report at Toronto, will rrecommend
of these crease In
fourteen
are
there
SPuakers
term
that
next
sons for tho
obligation. The warm disor
every cussion referred to took place
each
Independent
'meetings,
takes up the Old Testament one year
meeting
thn next, al- - other There Is a
vw
tho old and the new order of
to New. and It also has a mission board. Here thins:. an' the new one won on th?
Old
from
annuallv
ternatlng
boards working Indopend- Initial skirmish.
Two years ago a lesson series for be-- nre fifteen
mission
In as many foreign
nn,l thU venr
ntlrntlv
...,tnn.,i
"
KUIUiUK.
'
I.
Congregational Home Missions.
are three
Toronto it Is exneeted that the series fields. Besides these, there and
Souie
an old
pretty heated discussion
for advanced work, killed by Bishop Quaker Industrial missions mission so- nuTked the meeting of the Congregauseful
foreign
be
and very
Neeley In Denver, will course put
t ciety, managed by some Quaker wo- tional home missionary society Just
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office or a secretary, or both, be loIn the west. There has even
been talk that the headquarters of
the society might be removed from
New York to Chicago.
Ministers in Demand.
As the theological seminary reach
es its height, the scarcity of new men
for the ministry becomes more acute.
Especially Is this scarcity felt In the
west. Several seminaries report that

western churches and from
western state associations are going
east in search of men, and going back
home again without them. Only two
seminaries, so far as reported, are
graduating more students this year
than last, and most of them are falling 15 to 20 per cent below normal
years. Almost the only Protestant
church where conditions are at all
hopeful Is the Lutheran, In the Epistheir graduates this year are absorV copal, the Baptist, the Presbyterian,
ed by churches located within one
(Concluded on Eighth Page)
hundred miles of them. Committees
cated
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There are two classes ot remedies: those of known quality and which are permanently beneficial in effect, acting
gently, in harmony with nature, when nature needs assistance ; and another class, composed of preparations of
unknown, uncertain and inferior character, acting tempo--'
rarily, but injuriously, as a result of forcing the natural
luiituons unnecessarily, une or tne most exceptional of
the remedies of known quality andexcellence is the ever
pleasant SvruD of Fies. manufactured bv the California
, Fig Syrup Co., which represents the active principles of
plants, known to act most beneficially, in a pleasant syrup,
in which the wholesome Californian blue figs are used to
contribute their rich, yet delicate, fruity flavor. It is the
remedy
vi an icmcuics mj swecien ana reiresn ana cleanse the
system
gently and naturally, and to assist one in overcoming constipation and the many ills resulting therefrom. Its active principles and quality are known to physicians eenerallv. and the
remeJy has therefore met with their approval, as well as with
$&'MMj the
'.vor of many millions of well informed persons who know
their own personal knowledge and from actual vnripn- that it is a most excellent laxative remedv. WerlnnntHaimtha
m.Mmm
j
ii win cure an manner or ins, but recommend it for what it really
represents, a laxative remedy of known quality andexcellence,
containing nothing of an objectionable or injurious character.
There are two classes of purchasers : those who arp inform
as to the quality of what they buy and the reasons for the excellence
of articles of exceptional merit, and who do not lack
courage to go
elsewhere when a dealer offers an imitation of
any well known
article; but, unfortunately, there are some people who do not know,
and who allow themselves to be imposed
upon. They cannot expect
its beneficial effects if they do not get the genuine
remedy.
To the credit of the drusaists of the United States
it
:MFJM
that .nearly all of them value their reputation for nrnfion!
integrity and the good will of their customers too highly to offer
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manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., and in order
io Duy me genuine article and to get its beneficial effects.
one has only to note, when purchasing, the full name of
the Company California Fis Svruor Co. nlainiv nrint,ri
th
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The business men of Las Vegas named below have agreed to carry out the following Trade Contest on Strictly bucinec3
Principles For every ten cent Cash purchase made at any of our stores a ticket will be given recording a vote for any
To that organization receiving the most votes a beautiful, rich'toned, $500
Lodge Society or Institution receiver may choose
Mendelssohn Piano will be given. The organization receiving the second largest number of votes will be given a Hundred
Dollars in Cash. These prizes will not go to the winner of any other piano. Piano on exhibition at Rosenthal Furniture Co,

VOTED CnCT
Up To Juno 10, WOO.

.Members of Contest.
E. G. MURPHEY,

CHAS.

ILFELD,
The Plaza,

EVERYTHING.

DAVIS A SYDcS,

Grocers.

-

Druggist
Toilet Articles and Confections.

ROSENTHAL BROS.
General Merchandise.

STERN

THE HUB
Clothing Co.

& NAHM,

.General Merchandise.

JOHN A. PAPEN,

Grocer and Butcher.

8. PATTY,
Tinner and Plumber.

C. V. HEOGCCCK.
Shoes and Repairing.

MRS. M. J. WOOD3,
Books and SUHonery.

W. F. OOLL,

A. DUVALL.

Jewelry and Curios.

Caterer.

C

J. H. YORK

L. HERNANDEZ,

Grocer anJ Baker.

Stationery and School Supplies.

MRS. L. POOLE WRIGHT.
Millinery.

THOS. E. BLAUVELT,
Barber.

WINTERS DRUG
Drugs.

CO.

.

Confections, Toilet Articles.

.

Christian Brothers..

Clerks' Union

E. Romero Hose Co.
4

M. C. A

......

i .

Jesuit Fathers
Ladies' Home
Carnegie Library
East Side Catholic Church
West Side Catholic Church
Sisters of Loretto
St. Anthony's Sanitarium
Elks
Temple Aid Society.

.

....

1801

2914
49410
1351

Ked Men

Fraternal Brotherhood. .
St. Josephs' Society
St. Paul's Episcopal Church
Fraternal Union

86101
2572
10799
29325
2342
15500
4006
8695
7310
10303

1592

... .......

644
150

J. O'BYRNE,
Coal and Wood.

RICHMOND,
Grocer.

H. C. MON9IMER,
Grocer.

MARTIN DELGAOO,
Grocer.

CLAY A ROGERS,
Livery and Feed.

R. L.

EL INDEPENDlENTE
Publishing Company,

J..VENZ,
Feed, Wagons and

Job Prirt nj.

Buggies.

A.

CENTER

ROSENTHAL

FURNITURE
COMPANY.

QRAAP

4

HAYWARD,

E. ROSCNWALD

Butcher.

8ABINO LUJAN,

SON,

J. H. STEARNS,

Grocers, Butcher, and Bakara,

ROMAN MAN2ANARE8,

4

South Sid. Plata,
Dry Goods and Shoes.

Grocer.

APPEL BROS.
Merchandise.

General

B. MARES,

Jewelry and Indian Curioa

Butcher.

F. LE DUC,

M. DANZIQIR 4 CO,
General Merchandiser

2620

177
Public School District No. 1
Cont.ota.nt. r.civirtg I... than tOO vot.a not llatd.
ROMERO SHOE COMPANY,
Shoes end Hats. .

.Members of Contest.

BLOCK DEPOT
DRUG COMPANY.
Confections and Toilet Articles.

Tailor.

WM. BAASCH,

Baker.

GEOFRION

4

DE8MARAI8.

General Merchandise.

J. GOLDSTEIN,
Merchant Tailor.

8. R. DEARTH,

Cut Flowers, Picture Framing,
Undertaking.

J. L, TOOKEH,
Photographer.

RYAN

4

BLOOD,

Grocers.

ROMERO MERCANTILE CO.
General Merchandise.

CONTEST CLOSES
AUGUST Slot,
At (p.m.

H
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of Dollars worth of NEW, STYLISH SUHHER

at wholesale prices. Send for

on sale

one of our large price circulars if you did not get one.

7
2
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e
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Library Receipts.
The following donations of booke
were received by the lbrarlan during
the month of May:
,
Miss
Miss
Wm.
Rob.

M. U.

tapham

1

Dick
P. Kelly
T. Ixing
Wilson Mills
Josephine Crowley
Roy Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. C. Wiegand

'

Emma Keene . ,
,
Arthur Keene
Woman's Federation
"Wm. Frank
Margaret Oallahan
Mrs. Bromagem
Edwin Wallace
Volney Glddings
Dr. II. M. Smith
Mrs. A. IX Hlggins
Mrs. J. M. Cunnngham
Irene S. Whit more
Mrs. P. C. Jayne
Alike

0
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i
i
1

l

2

l
10
,

2
4

9
2

l

.11

2
1

10

l
4

10
1
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gether ,in business, conducting the wide, but in Oregon he is just 'Homer,'
for he was born and reared in that
state, scarcely forty miles from Port
land. His native town is Silverton,
where his father still resides. Davenport will remain at the Exposition un
til the political campaign begins in
New York City, when he will return
to make cartoons for the New York
Evening Mail.

Some Curiosities Among Reigning Families
The kaiser lifts made it known that,
as he Is the eldest child of the eldest
child of the late Queen Victoria, he is,
in the natural sense, heir to the
throne of England, and should at this
moment 'be filling it. In the natural
It
sense, William II, of Germany,
right. He is certainly Queen Victoria's eldest grandchild, son of her
eldest child,! and in the natural order
perhaps his claim is valid, but from
a point of the British constitution the
Kaiser's claim Is easily put out of the
court.
Tho kaiser has always had an eye
upon the British throne by virtue of
his birth. This fact is rather curious,
when one considers how his majesty
has come to occupy the throne of the
Prussians. The foundation of the
klncdnm of Prussia, now moreerl In
the empire of Germany, makes surprising reading. William II. is the
lineal descendant of Frederick Margrave of Nuernberg, who bought from
Kiglsmund, the then true and real sovereign, the country which is now
known as Prussia, or, in other words,
Germany.
In those days, however, it was
called Brandenburg one of the present states of Germany is now called
by the same name and this Frederick, the former Margrave, became the
founder of the house of llohenzollern.
Tho present occupant of the German
throne, then, rules by virtue of a
transaction, which, in the commercial
language of tho present day, might be
described as a "good speculation."
Tho king of Italy sits on someone
else's throne. The father of the present king ascended the throne of Sardinia (a small island in the Mediterranean) as the descendant of an ambitious man of the Alexander type of
conquering hero. He was a man of
title in the llttlo kingdom of Savoy,
being one of its dukes. Spain, without asking the people, gave this man,
AmndettR, the throne of Sicily.
Five years
afterward Amadeua
thought that, as Sardinia was a larger

V7 s

S

Roswell steam laundry. Cottingham
Is u member of the Roswell Lumber
company and is wealthy. The plainplace than Sicily, it would be all the tiff states that after the trial of the
better if ho ruled it; and having put case of Cottingham vs. Render at tho
the matter In the hands of one of the May term
of court, Cottingham made
big powers Germany to wit Charles statements about Render's testimony
VI, at onceagreed with Anmdeus, that were slanderous, and for this he
that Sardinia should be his. Amadcus, asks $15,000 damages. Aain claimtherefore, under tho protection of the ing slander, Render asks $2,500 for
Emperor Charles, proceeded to Sar- statements alleged to have been made
dinia, where his progress a very by Cottingham about the counter
royal one was, from fear, allowed claim Render made in the original
full scope. The road to the throne suit. In another count Render claims
was accomplished In a double quick $2,500
lor slander. Both men are
time, and as a reward, Amadeua gave prominent in church circles. The case
Charles, Sicily. This occurred only a promises to be one of the most sencentury and a half ago. And the lin- sational civil cases ever tried in Roseal descendant of Amadeus
is the well. Cottingham is a member of the
present Victor Emanuel III, of Italy. Artesla Townsite company and has
The king of Greece is a Dane, as made a fortune the last two years.
evey one knows. He is a brother to
Queen Alexandra, being a son of King
School Census.
Christian of Denmark. To make room
census
of school children In
The
for George I, of the Hellneses, Otho,
the then ruler of Greece, and a Ba- Douglas has been completed for the
varian by birth and percentage, was year 1905 and shows the total number of white children of school age to
deposed and King Christian's son put be
1,272. Of these there are C50 boys
on the throne, June B, 1863. It came
022 girls. There are 18 colored
and
about through 'a civil waror, more
children. The total enumeration for
strictly speaking, an Insurrection
190-was 1.028, showing a gain for
during which the lives of the reign- this
of 244. This would indicate
year
ing king and e.ueen were sought. But
the monarch escaped unhurt. The that the population of .the town has
Increased about fifteen hundred over
Insurgents
thereupon
proclaimed 'anr year.
Prince Alfred the late duke of Edinburgh, who reigned over
Lewis and Clark Notes.
as king, but the young prince refused
the throne.
Thousands of people are hitting the
Alfonso VIII, Is now sitting on the Trail every day at the Lewis and Clark
throne of his forefathers that is. ho exposition.
Is sitting on th wrong throne. The
The big Klondike mining camp,
pretender. Don Carlos V.. claims to showing a placer gold mine in operabe king of Spain, and thousands of
tion, attracts mnny visitors at the
Spaniards are backing him. The trou- Lewis and Ciark Exposition.
ble dates from Ferdinand VII., of
con, Ines and his band give dailv
Spain, whose daughter succeeded him
on the throne instead of his brother. cert at the Lewis and Clark ExposiAlfonso Is the descendant of that tion during June. The bandstand is
Ideally situated, on the shore of the
daughter known to history as Isabella lake,
and there are peats for thousII.: whilst Don Carlos, whose name
music-lovers- .
we read so often In the papers, is tho ands of
All
American authors are Invited to
descendant of Ferdinand's brother
who, through threats of Na nob-oI., attend the Lewis and Clark Exposition
was passed over. Alfonso XIII. is the dining Western Authors' Week,
June 10. The week will end
grandson of Isabella.
with Joaquin Miller. Day, on which
occasion a large attendance of poet a
Preaches Son's Funeral Service.
The unusual occurrence of a father hi expected.
California oranges are now growing
preaching a son's funeral waj wit- on trees at the
Iwls and Clark Exnessed In lloswell.
Paul Blauni, a position. The California commission
Swedish young man w'ua Lad been dug up several trees bearing the fine
In lloswell several months and was yellow fruit and took them to Porta land owner, died fruin heart fail- land with considerable auantltles of
earth about the roots. Set out in
ure. His father, Rev. H LUum, a boxes,
they attract much attention.
Swfdlsh minister of Enterprise Knn ,
"Westward the Course of Empire
orrived to visit his son. The funeral Takes Its Way," the famous line from
was conducted In the Tilery mor- Bishop Berkeley's poem, is moulded in
e
tuary and the father used the Swedish large letters on the curve of the
ritual and language. The ceremony
just Inside the main entrance
nas exceeci'egly imprcsivc and the to the I'wis and Clark Exposition.
Swedish population attnde1 in a Many vlstors show a tendency to criticise the Exposition for alleged misbody.
quotation, holding that it should read
Prominent Men in Suit.
"the star of empire," but the line
Hon. WW. Gatewood, as attorney moulded in staff is the correct verfor J. D. Render, filed suit in the dis-trl- sion.
Homer Davenport's bird and animal
court of Roswell against J. A.
Cottingham for $15,000 for alleged farm at the towis and Clark Exposislander. The announcement cause 1 tion contains five Arabian horses
a sensation as both men are prom- the only ones In America. Mr. Davinent. They havo been associated to enport's fame as a cartoonist is world

RKETJ
The following New York stock quotations
received by Levy Bros., (Members Chi
obko Board of Trade!, rooms S and 8, Crockett
block, Colorado hone 300. Latt Vegas Phone
810, over their own private wires from New
York, Chicago and Colorado SprlnRs; correof the firms of Logan k Bryan New
spondent
V ork and
Chicago, members New York Stock
Kxchange and tliicago Board of Trade, and
Wm. A. Otis k Co., Bankers and Brokers. Colo
rado Springs.
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recognized as an absolute necessity by all
progressive accountants, auditors, manufacturers, bankers, and business men generally.
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Leaf Speciality Company 0

The Jones Improved. Loose
are manufacturers of
The Best that Genius and Experience Can Produce

Alton Com

C. V. 1
Colo. Sou
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Chicago

$16,648.
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American countries increased tielr
offerings. Next to Boston, the American jurisdiction giving most was the
archdiocese of New York, which gave

It is

Close

Deecrlpton
Amalgamated Copper
American ttagar
AtchiHon Common
Atchison Preferred

in spite of political quarrels with, the
Vatican. Nor did Italy fall off as it
had been thought it might do. Contributions from the United! States last
year were $156,942, a larger sum than
on any previous year. Even South

The Loose Leaf
Accounting System
Is No Longer an Innovation.

'

wre

Saxe-Cobur-

Col-onad-

the faith, the great Roman Catholic
missionary organization having its
headquarters in Lyons, France, reports receipts last year of $1,352,017,
an increase of $104,596 over the preceding year. The archdiocese of Boston led every other Jurisdiction in the
world, Lyons itself not excepted, but
this was largely to a large single
Contrary to expectation, France
did not fall off in its gifts last year.

0
0
0
TTHEIR PERPETUAL LEDGER is the most powerful, 0
0 no most durable and lightest on the market. It has 00
sharp corners or edges that mar the desk. It opens 0
and closes quicker than any other.
0
0 permits the writing surface, when in use,Itstocompactness
lie closer to 00 the desk than any other binder. By its improved clamp- 0
ing and expanding mechanism the round back always 0
in the center whether the book is used at its
0 remains
maximum
thus giving it 0
0 a beautifulorandminimum capacity of leaves,The
binder can 0
symetrical appearance.
0 be
firmly locked on one or one thousand leaves, and one 0
0 or more
leaves can be inserted or removed without dis- 0
0
0
0 turbing the others.
0
0
0
Further information sent on application, or our rep0 resentative
0
will call and show you the gcos
0
0
0
0
THE
OPTIC
CO., Agents.
0
0
0

DO YOU WANT THE NAME and ADDRESS
Religious Thought
of the man who should be. working for
you?
Throughout World
'of the man who would
lend
.

(Continued from Page

6.)

the Congregational and the Methodist
churches reports of scarcity of men
are general. In Bome sections, especially in the west, 20 per cent of the
churches are pastorless for lack of
men.

Catholic Propaganda.
The society for the propagation of

of the man who would
of the man who would
of the man who would
t
of the man who would
of the man who would

gladly
you money?
to rent your house?
to buy your horse?
an interest in your business?
that lot of ground?

like
like
buy
buy
buy

your old bicycle?

The Optic WANT ADS. furnish you with names and addresses
of people who are "necessary to your

prosperity."
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D. T. HOSM.1S, Oaahhr

querque.

J. Stransky and wlfo are recent
arrivals .from Chicago.
Herman Ufeld was a southbound
YOU PICK A PEACH
passenger this afternoon.
when
you select one of our new,
Henry Goke, of Sapello, camo in
suits, from $! to $15 In
from the north this afternoon.'
all those late patterns in home
Mr. and Mrs. C. Ballard, of Kansas
spuns, worsteds and flannels.
Ciyt, are here for a few weeks'
At THE HUB
stay.
E. E. Bishop, who halls from the
Mrs. Pierce Stewart and child re
city of Angels is stopping at the Cas
turned from Albuquerque this aftertaneda.
noon,
Dr. Jas. A. Rolls, the well known
Miss Reaves Kelly, who has been at
tois down
Watrous physician,
school In Santa Fe, returned
tending
day.
to the city this afternoon.
Mrs. S. C. Parke left this afternoon
W. P. Kelly returned this afternoon
for Pacific Grove, Cal.. to spend the from Cimarron, where he has been enBummer.
joying an outing on the fine ranch of
John Hlxenbaugh, an official of Col- Captain Wm. French.
Miss Laura Butler returned this affax county, came down last night to
ternoon from Tennessee where she
attend to business in the city.
school for two
Judge Stephen Booth, the veteran has been, attending
of Elizabethtown and Raton, is the years.
Ralph Halloran, of the New York
guest of Dr. C. C. Gordon.
Life Insurance
company,
passed
L. p. Kimball, assistant general pasthe city this afternoon on his
through
was
Santa
the
of
Fe,
senger agent
way to Denver on business. The genhere yesterday.
tleman's
family is now living at
M. H. Sabln, an Albuquerque comCalif.
Inmission man, Is up from the south
John L. Zimmerman, who recently
terviewing the merchants.
completed work on the Las Vegas
D. J. Harding, of Boston, a boyhood grant, is In the city writing up his.
friend of the late Win. Bell, Is here field notes and preparing to submit a
full report of the work.
on business.
p. w. Zimmerman, claim agent lor Dr. B. D. Black of this city. Govthe Santa Fe, went to Albuquerque ernor Otero and Secretary Raynolds
are planning an extended
last night.
trip for the next month.' Dr.
Thos. Seward, New Mexico manager Black
Is already the possessor of a
for the Northwestern Life Insurance fine
car, and automobiles of
touring
on
company, is here from Albuquerque
late patterns and capable qualities are
his usual business.
now on the way from the Ford facDr. Parnell expects to leave in a tories for the other
gentlemen.
few days on a trip which will take her
Portto
the
and
to California points
K.

two-piec-

e

Ber-kel-

y,

cross-countr-y

.

land exposition.
C. L. Matson, late cashier of the
Colorado Springs Harvey House, is
now employed here at the Castaneda
as night clerk.
J. w .Rank, of Moline, 111., L. E.
Lindell. of Chicago, and John A. You-ni- e
of Brooklyn, are the late arrivals
at the New Optic.
Alfonso Sena, one of the popular
clerks at the Boston store, will leave
for Denver tomorrow to spend a week
in vacation as the guest of relatives.
Miss Bushyager returned this afternoon from a week's country visit.
She expects to leave for Iowa in a
few days to remain for several weeks
at her old home.

Additional Local

Go to Gehrlng for Hammocks.

The pay checks

got,
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warships. The general feeling seems
to be that the coming week will clear
up many of the dark clouds that overhang the financial situation. Tho activity of the bears meets with only
little response which leads to the Impression that the market is barely
A little attractive buying
oversold.
might cause a sharp rally. Tho closing was generally lower. Logan &

19

20
21

June. 22

June
June

23
24

Buttrlck's opening dancn.
Buttrlck's dance.
The Powers of Man.
The Arizona Girl.
Wrestling Match.
Buttrlck's dance.
E. R. BLOOD, Manager.
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Deafness Cannot Be Cured
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they cannot rich the
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ana mat v nyconnuiuway toeiiPliHirn-We offer you a tl,.n.l
an
Hfll.".""
1"
lV
rfTnarilM
if
TTli-ation-

C. V. HEDGCOCK.
SrlJse Street.

1 V

ID-

f'RtlJ-.-

A'.tna Bui ding Association
1

-

s
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, Nf w Mexico.

By Day

or HSooQ.

COOLEY'S
LIVERY FEED
SALE STABLES

v

and Carriage Repository

hotel la pension
(STALUON)
English
handsome
Shire and
Morgan; fire
year old. Will stand the season of
1905 at Rosenthal Bros corral
Terms To Insure $10; or the priv
ilege of the season for $8.
Owner will not assume responsibil
ity for accidents.
'
Accounts payable in thirty and
sixty days. For Information, see
A

three-quarte- r

one-quart-

Corner Sixth and Ltncolr
American Plan.

JUST A HINT
for you to try our chops and steaks.
You may tnlnlc
ALL MEAT 13 ALIKE.
Sample Room in Connection.
after you hare AH Modtm Conveniences.
You'll know better
some from this market There will be
a flavor and tenderness about It different from what you hare been get
ting. An appetizing appearance better MBS. J. E. MOORE,
than any nasty tonic. Let us send
you enough for breakfast. We'll fill
your dinner order later.

ruiKietro.

nOTII, Owner.

-

flamed condition of the niucom linintr of h
Knta-hinTube When tr.u tutu" is innaincn
a rnmhiine sound or Imperfect, hear-you have
.H ah an it ianin-lringed. Denfnem 1H
the'rnult. and un!en the Inflammat on can be
to it
e
out
and thutu
taken
condition, hearing will im oentroyeri torever
ivt
ten nre cavd 'V fntarrh
ninre&MM Ant.
which t nothlnif tmtan InflanW condition of
the mucoua surface
WmwI'.I rival. 'no llumlrn l !'l:ir for any
canby caurrhl
caw of Deafnww
not lw cured hy Hll- Catarrh Onm Send
far circular, Tree.
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Prop.

B. C. PITTENGER,
SIGN

WRITING,

PICTURE FRAMING,

The Hygeiac Ice
Made from

Pur Dietllled Wter.

PR. ICES
25c per hundred
35c
50c
75c

2,000 lbs. or more each delivery,
1,000 to a out lbs.
50 to 1,000 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs.

CRYSTAL ICE CO..

:

McGuire 6. Webb

BOTH PHONES,

7

Cprinrj Gtyloo

.-

For taaZSo Koraaa,

5

son-in-la-

v

KSisa,

at all prices.
M. L.CUO LEY, Proprietor.
Hotb PlinneM No. 15.

0

systematic ptan of saving small
sums of moa:y ani the highe t
rate of interest compatible with
Oxford Law Russian Calf Russset
2..0 safety. The plan's the thing,
Welt Sole Military Heel
however, Make a start today,
-.
Cnsli.
For
Off
We pay 6 pr ce t on deposits
Per ('tit

Uvaif

A fine line of runabouts and driving
wagons just received. Horses for sale

Guad-ulup-

Gibson Tie Dark Brown Viol Flexible
Sole Colonial Heel

Fo

BUZOAtt,

AND

0

0kW HI

a

GilAFFM

C

HUrhea. Mah price
paid for Mlllimr Wheat
Colorado Seed Wheat for fealflo

Matinee Saturday at 2:30 p. m

2--

2

" "

The right kind talks about you and praises you.
The cheap kind costs you more if you consider
it expensive to lose "caste" in a business way.
The right kind costs you less if you consider
Co.
"prestige" worth anything
If vou want vour Stationery to boost instead of to belittle
your business then we should like to talk wJobPrinting"toyou

WHEAT

8ee our ad on page 3 if you desire
Both No. 1 and No. 2 passenger trains
Good Luftk. Davis & Sydes.
came in two heavily laden sections
this afternoon. No. 1 was on time to
Jefferson Raynolds returned last
band concert tonight, corner or the dot. The east bound train was
B.
E.
nivht from Santa Fe. His son,
a couple of hours late.
Douglas and Sixth street.
Raynolds, has accompanied his broth- e
to
the
Kodaks and supplies, Warlng's, 619
er, Secretary Raynolds,
Wanted Bell boy, age between 16
ranch.
Sixth street
and 18. Castaneda Hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Harris and chilWe have some Good Luck left fo
The mill and concentrating plant
dren returned this afternoon from
who visit our store on Monday. of Fred C. Fenner,
of Col.
Atlas, I. T., to spend the summer those
W. H. Seewald of this city, were enhere. They will occupy their home Davis & Sydes.
on Fourth street.
tirely destroyed by flre near Los AnWanted Girl to do housework and geles, Cal., last week, entailing a
from
word
W. G. Ogle has received
light cooking. Apply front room over heavy loss. Unfortunately, there was
Thos. R. Daly, who lived here for a Greenberger's store.
not a cent of insurance on the
wife,
couple of years, that he and his about
are
Lost A round pearl pin, return to
formerly Miss Alpha Hall,
to feave Colorado Springs and return Optic for reward.
Parties going to the country will
to Chicago to live.
their best Interests by calllna
consult
Ice cream and cake at the canyon
S. C. Smith and son of Selma, Ala.,
&
A Rogers' livery barn wher
Clay
served' by the Romero branch
have gone to the Romero ranch resort, Sunday
nice
at reasonable prices may
store.
a
in
rigs
established
son
After seeing his
ways be had.
tent cottage there, Mr. Smith, pere,
The house wife can not afford to
will return to his duties as conductor
the Good Luck sale which has
miss
The remains of Cantain L. C. Fort.
on the Southern Railway.
proven such a auccess at the old reli- were met at the depot this afternoon
came
here
who
John H. Hlghtower,
hv a. cnmmtttPA from the Las Vents
able stand.. Davis A Sydes.
about twoweeks ago from Oklahoma,
composed of Attorneys Bunker,
bar,
died this morning at the Ladies'
Larrazolo,and
Rogers and J. v.
I
wife
For
Boot
the
Shoe
a
and
that
Home. It is believed
Repairing
the G. A. R. post.
representing
from
and son are on the way here
G. A. R men and attorneys will
Both
first
Co to W. E. SMITH
Paris, Texas. The death is the since
be represented in the list of pall
that has occurred In this city
510
Grand
Ave.
the 30th of last Ma.
InSad will be the day for you when
W. G. Ogle, the real estate and
Wo k Guaranteed
Pr ce Reportable.
the
from
t
returned
surance man, has
you realise the misuse you have made
'Estncla county. He says the country
of your money. Put a check on your
looks better than he ever saw it beextravagance, and start an account
word that
fore. Mr. Ogle brings
In-- .
whose
with the Plaza Trust and Savings
of
Lloyd Lot, an account
of
yesterThe
in
Opltc
bank.
Jury appeared
to a Topeka
day, has been removed
his
More' Sensible Fourth.
hospital and that some hopea of
entertained.
are
recovery
it would ha rreatlr annreclated by
our citizens generally If the authorities
followed the example or some or tne
most patriotic and enlightened cities
nf fhl onnntrv In forbidding entirely
a noisv celebration of the Fourth, but
certainly steps should be taken at
to prohibit cannot crackers, an
Is Uncle Sam's once and
the deadly toy pistols. Furth
vlls

n

Business stationery is never mute.
The cheap kind talks atxmt you and libels you.

Prices 15c, 25c, 35c.

1

'

1BO.

Telephone

Wbolaaal

some
A
pocketbook containing
Penny fire crackers at the Saving's
change was found at the corner of
Bank Store.
street
Grand avenue and Douglas
Last night of McDonald Stock com- this morning.
pany tonight.
W. M. Lewis the Undertaker win
Furmin cleans ciothes. 60'J Douglas receive choice carnations
every
Ave.
Thursday regularly.

jt

PAINT and WALL PAPER

"DDflE LAND"

8

J

HARDWARE and GLASS

Saturday Nlf ht,

has sold his
transfer business to the Steadman
brothers, and is moving his family
to the Rawlins ranch to spend the
summer.
M. M. McSchooler

7

Im

WEST SIDE PLAZA.

For One Week

COMING EVENTS AT THE DUNCAN

I

i I
i zi
i

BolSmr mavmd a

-

Commencingr
Monday. June

?

1

H A Kit Kit BLOCK.

E. R. BLOOD, MANAGER.

Bvan.

June
June
June

oust

i

kat

TKI LAS CQAM $MJM99 CAZX.
fwotfa 1ma
tntarant amid on all amaUaot$9 ama)

a yon

By

For Rent El Porvenir grounds with
two cottages and several tents; for
particulars, call on M. Romero.

in this

ItipfM

'

Vlca-Prom-

030,000.00

BB0mlmGBbdamMfLtam
am moomm. "bra

Mm

!
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II. 17. KELLY,
MOSXiaS, Trmmauror

D.I.

complaint unless measures are taken
to stop the fusllade of nre crackers
and other noise nroduclnn instru
ments that is already beginning. It
OATS.
we must have the uncanny racket and
This market ruled higher In sym- the danger to life and limb and proppathy with other pits and while the erty that has done so much to make
advance was only moderate the bull the Fourth of July a farce, by all
fever nevertheless, made a fairly act- means let it be confined strictly to tho
ive market. We see nothing very at- one day.
tractive in oats at present prices. We
It Is expected by citizens that the
would rather sell than buy oats.
will be strictly enforced
ordinances
Ixgan & Bryan.
In this regard.
private wire to Ivy Brothers.
New York. June 17. Market ruled
dull without any special feature. Very
little stress was laid on the fact that
both Germany and France are reported to he mobilizing their troops and

!

:

Bo9t

The market was strong throughout
the session. The unfavorable woathcr
throughout the corn country Is helping the 'market, as is also tho dally
shipments and good cash demand.
There has been excellent buying of
May and December, These options
look attractive to have conservative
rise from these prices.

;

THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS QAUK
PAID UP OAFITAL,

m

m

s

N. OOKE, Pramk&ni

CORN.

m

M
i Zz
i
i ;
t Z

MTER2S1 PAID ON TtZZ DSPOOT3.

trannctlons.

today.
Judge WaMo loft this afternoon for
his homo in Kaunas City.
V. A. Skinner
Is u from
Albu-

l

FttAKX SPXXQtR, Vlsa-Prc- a.
F.D, JAKUARY, Aamt. OcskSsP

M. OUNKMQHAtt, PrmahSamt

PERSONALS

j!

OF LAS VEGAS.
. . . Surplua $50,000,00
$100,000.00
OFFIOEROt

Oapltal Paid In,

J

ME

OBSBL HflTIMfll

1 SOD

in Levy HiotlwT,
W1IBAT.
TI
Clili'UKti. III., hnw
roKpnnso
In the
market iiiu'IihIi1hh
cNlsiliiu nliroinl over our nop condition. Tlu mail of the market was
hoiiH'W hut cuKier, the weiuhor
map
Hhowoil no cliaiiRO in northwest condiI
tion or throiiRh the central portion
of tin winter wheat, country. The
HOTEL
At REDOMOO BEAOH. 04t.- Hit of the Inriwl :i nl hiwt on tli hesitation Is only momentary, howUttliroinia BEOOttOp,
etmt, with Iimi itiTiw ol tlnw it. Ittw iih him1 tiHl,', Wft Krt't u nil tlm jfiir. Kur you ever, a at the low level there seemed
!t air. oiui lwur'n ruin from l.
flew Mxlfn. i'hitii8 1 mh1,
Antfl'. flwtrm fur to w order enough waiting to rally
Waving wry 91 minute,
jolt n. WOOM.ACJTT.
the market hark to Inst night's close.
The nit nation to us looks strong. The
market seems to have considerable
merit at present prices, factors being a fair cash demand, and tho critical situation both In tho northwest
Colonel R. E. Twltchell baa returned
and southwest. Tho Immediate fufrom a business trip to Espanola.
ture will be governed entirely by tho
weather conditions and damage reJudge Henry L. Waldo returned
from Santa Fe last night.
ports, We still favor the buying side,
particularly of September wheat on
E. It. Haskoll is In from Los Alamos
I

WALL PAPER,
ETC.

PAINTS,

OOD

QLAtt,

QIZTU GTHZZTi
Dinners

Duvall's

Can't Be Surpassed
Twelve years he has
,

catered to Las Vegans

:

lirai!.
.THE

Hardware
IM.L'MHINii

TINMNO

1iaij
sAIMH.tfltV

(JKNKItA I. HAHinVAHi:

M ASONIC

TEMPLE.

The meals, the service,
the prices, have been
weighed thoroughly,
and found not want
tng.
Go to DUVALL'S Duv
,
ing Room.
t
.

.v.

,

...

LA

J

9

m

ZSC3TV
k

ul

lit

lltlla water several times a day for weak-naJt keeps my appetlt aul drKetin
good, and I sleep well. I am In niy With
year and attended the Wlllimantla rani
Ma. Lvnu
mooting this summer."
Coocu, Maucbeater, Conn. Kept. 28, 1U04.

m

BUFFV'S PURE
HALT 17C3IOCIEV

:JSfeW:W:l

'

Aa In tha caaa of Mr. Couch, ona of tha
few living Daughter of the American
Revolution, thousands of bain, active, alert
MRS. LYDIA COUCH.
and hearty old men and women, many of
whom have pained the century mark, have been sustained, comforted, nouriHhed and
enabled to enloy the bUsing of a healthy and vigorous old age by the
upportad
....and
nt n.iivv'a Pur Malt WhUkev. It ! tndomed and recommended br minuter
of the Ooapel and preecribed by doctor at the most nouriiihiug, pureiit, health-givin- g
and invigorator known to meilicine. It purifte the blood, quickens the circuand tiwmee, and keeps every
lation, repair and buil.1 up the weak and decayedaonerve
aa to reaiat the attack of diaeaae.
organ of the body in a strong, healthy condition,
It ia abeolutely free from fund oil and I the
only whlikey recognixed by the Ooverumeut a
a medicine.
Duffy's it the only positive cur and preventive of consumption, pneumonia, dyspttia,
lndigeiitlon, grip, malaria, diswis of the throat
and lung, and ail bowel and stomach trouitle.
Hold by all reliable druggists and grocer every--j
wnere, l a uouie.
BEWARE of dangerous Imitations an Uil.
J.i
lUl

V.

-
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w

aaaVH
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m
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Frank Ackerman. of Albuquerque, entertained her brother, Mr.
Salter and wife from Chicago.

It Is ten times easier to
coughs, croup, whooping cough

cure

and
all lung and bronchial affections
when the bowels are open. Kennedy's
Laxative Honey and Tar Is the original Laxative Cough Syrup.
Gently
moves the bowels and expels all cold
from the system. Cuts the phlegm,
cures all coughs and strengthens
weak lungs. Sold by Winters Drug
Co., and K. D. Goodall.

mm

L. S.

Strickler

Is In

A.

!

CLAY ROBINSON & CO.

Ilealrev
Ray. ri

wild pig

whlte-wlnge- d

thdr upiiearanno

.L'l"

n

-

ho Halt

STOCK YARDS, KANSAS CITY, MO,'

In

Just What Everyone 8hould Do.
ot Irwlnville, Ga.,
always keeps a bottle ot Chamber-

lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy at hand ready for instant use.
Attacks of colic, cholera morbus and
diarrhoea come on so suddenly that
there is no time to hunt a doctor or
go to the store for medicine. Mr.
Barber says: "I have tried Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy which ' is one of the best
medicines I ever saw. I keep a bottle
of it ln my room as I have had several
attacks of colic and it has proved to
be the best medicine I ever used."
Sold by all druggists.

aomfort, move over its own rails on fast schedules from Denver
to Omaha, Kansas City, St. Joseph, and to the great eastern gat e
ways, Chicago and St. Louis, where passengers may connect with
the best trains of principal eastern railroads. If you will let me
know where you wish to go, I will furnish you a sample itinerary
showing the complete schedule, connections and rates.

T

-

rh--

bo,-- e,

Iroa-cla-

o.

.
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A.

I can refer you to customers among
the best people of the town. I guaran-

tee satisfaction. When I clean and
presa a suit it looks like new. Charges
reasonable. Give me a call.

Las Verfae. New Nex

Bridge St.

Mountain Resorts

Montezuma

Kanch Resort
The Best of

Everything
WEEK AND UP.
Room 20 Crockett Build.nj

$10 PER

City Officei

Dr. Seward
Dr. Farmer

J

to 1 1 a. m.
to 8 p. m
2 to 3:30 pm.
9

J 7

Can feed all these who
drive out, and care for
a limited number of
boarders. On or before the first of June

Mountain

IrilililliLlIi

Harvey's Ranch

J. F. VALLERY, General Agent

er's

In the

fat'

beautiful Rociada
valley near the mountains.
Nicest of everything1 in the
.

1039 Scvtntcenth St.,

Ite

Ranch

will be opened for
guests. The Mountain
Ranch is for sale. Tel- ephone

Ou

fi

k.

Tailor,,

The Burlington caters to Tourist
travel and gets It.

cut-of- f

xt

J..Merchant
Goldlotein,

The

Its splendid trains, equipped with every modern contrivance for

I

1

Room for Com-

American or European Plan.
GEO. E. ELLIS,
Proprietor and Owner.

Than the Burlington.

s

''I

Large Sample
mercial Men.

There la no Route More SmtMmotory

"

2lTZJf

Throughout.

'

J

g

SANTA FE, N. M.
Fire Proof, Electric Lighted,
8team Heated, Centrally Located.
Baths and 8anltary Plumbing "

To the Eaot

sheep-herder-

3

HOTEL CLAIRE

Harvey's Lower Ranch

,

!

tot.

A'

Mr. J. T. Barber

,

-

Wed-garda.-

WORKMEN

0.L.0KB0OIY.

.i

a'

1

..FIRST CUSS

Tucson has extended its city limits
half a mile in either direction and
thereby added somewhat to the
town's population.

Containing 96 pages,. Including panoramic views of the City, Hot
Springs and Gallinas Park; 35 pagesof superb lustrations of the city and.
.'clnity, free from all advertising matter; admittedly the finest work of the
kind ever published In New Mexclo, may be obtained from the following
merchant at actual cost, 50c per copy, Fc additional for mailing:
Bank First National
Bank, San Miguel National
. Bacharach
..
Boucher, C. D., Groceries
Bros., Gen. M'd'se.
Browne & Manzanares Co., Wholesale Grocers.
Center Block Pharmacy
Coors, Henry, Lumber Company.
Davis & Sydes, Grocers.
Dearth, S. R. Cut Flowers.
Graaf & Hayward, Grocers.
Enterprise Cilgar Store.
Gregory, O. L. Cigars
Greenberger, M. Clothing.
Gross, Kelly & Company, Wholesale Grocers.
Hub Clothing Company
Gehring, F. J., Hardware.
I If
Store.
The
Plaza
eld's,
Department.
I If eld, L. W. Hardware.
Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Mann Drug Company.
Las Vegas Cigar Company
Lewis, The W. M. Company, Cut. Flowers.
Moore Lumber Company
Murphey, E. G., Drugs
Rosenthal
Furniture Company
The
Optic,
Dally
Rosenwald, E. A. Son, General .Merchandise.
Rosenthal Brothers, General Merchandise
Russell &. Lewis, Tailora
Ryan & Blood, Grocers
Stearns, J. H. Grocer
Sporleder Shoe Company
Schaefer, O. G., Drugs
Taupert, Jeweler and Optician
Woods, Mrs. M. J., Curios and Stationery
Winters Drug Company.
York, J. H., Grocer.

.

I

f

Y.

LAS VEGAS ART SOUVENIR,

says:
Severe Storm.
T. W. Carroll, assistant clerical en"The most Important, action of the
of the Postal Telegraph and
was
a furious rain and hall council
There
gineer
orwas In passing the license
Cable
is in Albuquerque on
company,
Btorm at Kenna.
atorm
came
The
dinance, as the enforcement of It will business.
from one large cloud and was of short only allow gambling In one or two
duration. It a thought that little L'l"?!8;..,f UA" ??i !!?
a' Victory to be Proud Of
r.
rilLIIVi. I (ID HLf UHO ttt.f II Ull SUlilf il ' .
damage was done.
r,Vl..
ihroat-,rawness
whlch
8ore
the
and
2S
Appointments.
have been spreading dan
The Sliver City EnterprUe gives license on the retail liquor Dullness tendernessnear
those guardians of life,
the following appointments as having was placed at $125 per quarter. The gerotisly
the
of a sound
The
lungs.
to
made
been
the Forest Ranger ser- following are the other licenses: throat and robustluxury
Is most
lungs
vice on the Gila reserve, the appoint- Wholesale liquor, per quarter, t75;
enjoyed by people who, having
ments' to extend from June 1 to
dealers In quantities of liquor less keenly
suffered all the consequences of "a
1: Edward Cullum, John B. than one gallon and more than one
have been res
little cold
Case, J. J. Neylon and Harry Meeker. pint not consumed on the premises, cued from you know,"and
y
misery
danger
of
bottler
outside
$100;
$00;
dealers,
Allen's Lung Balsam
Engine on Ground.
soft drinks. $15."
The broad gauge engine that will
cattle Quarantine.
Mrs. B. M. Steele and sister, Mrs.
work on the broad gauge line between
. the towns of Farmtngton and Durango,
The quarantine of Arizona cattle Phoebe Elwell, of Albuquerque, expect
on the Farmlngton extension of the has been raised and Dr. F. G. Kanip- - to pay a visit to relatives In Los An
Denver & Rio Grande, la now on the schmldt, the quarantine official, left geles soon.
tracks In the Durango yards. It made Tucson on Saturday, after having
an Initial trip on the new line aB far been there for a year, the quarantine
Our Friends, the Druggists.
as Milk ranch on last Thursday.
on Arizona cattle having been estab- It Is a pleasure to testify tl the gea
llshed last June. It resulted from the erally high character of druggists. But
8eeking for Water.
Importation of eighty scabby bulls because of a few exceptions to the
Sheriff Parks, of Graham county. Is from
Kansas by Colonel Hooker, the rule, It is necessary to caution tin
boring a deep well on his range in bulls being shipped to Wilcox. Half public to be on guard against im
the San Simon valley about fifteen of them were killed and the remainder tatlons of
Davis' Patnklller.
miles from Howie, designed to furnish were cured. However, as a precau- See that youPerry
get the right article, the
water for stock. The drill has already tion, the government quarantined the soothing, helpful Painkiller that wag
passed through several water bearing entire territory.
used In your family before you were
strata, but the well Is pplng continued
born. Don t be talked into bnyins a
in the hope of finding an artesian
substitute. There Is but or c Pain
from
man
a
Jacob Allen,
mining
flow.
Davis.
Cripple Creek, Is In Red River looking killer, Perry
Baseball League.
fnr Investments.
R. W. S. ..Negus, of Albuquerque,
The baseball fans of the upper Gila
If you wish beautiful, clear white left for Denver last, night, where ha
valley towns have organized the "Val1 w,n lf n,.ain. 101 a 80011 ume on DUS
ley baseball league," with headquar- clothes use Red Cross Ba Blue.
.ness and pleasure.
ters at Safford. The enterprise will
be Incorporated and a thousand
A new po8tofflce has been establish- - if ln a kind of bilious mood,
worth of stock will be issued to
start with. About $900 of this has al- ed on too Alatoogordo Rlncon, called You wish an aid to digest food.
II Will UO OUplllCU UllCC UlllCfJ No other
There IIU)ready been subscribed for.
pill is half so good
will be four or more teams In the a week from Cuervo.
As DeVVltt's Little Early Risera.
league.
Women love a clear, healthy comAfter Murderer.
plexion. Pure blood makes It. Bur- When e'er you feel impending 111,
Sheriff Shanley, of Globe. Is en dock Blood Bitters makes pure blood. And need a magic little pill,
route to Phoenix, where he will get
No othei one will fill the bill
Zack Booth, who has been sentenced
DeWltta Little Early Risers.
to death for the killing of two
pectlng Tand doing assessment work
An appeal was taken to the In the
Sold
Winters Drug Co., and K. D.
by
Mogollon district for several
territorial supreme court, which has months, has returneu to Silver City. Goodall.
just handed down a ruling sustaining
the finding of the district court. Booth
Hon. O. X. Marrou returned
"Neglect colds make fat grave-will he taken to Globe and sentenced
Pine.
Dr. Wood'a Norway
from I.os Angeles, where he
nesrlay
to be hanged.
rfyrup helps men and women fo nap 11las been attending the Knights of
To Secure Right of Way.
py, vtporiua old age.
Columbus convention.
Attorney Robert C. Reld of Roswell
Found a Cure for Dyspepsia.
has been selected by the officials of
The engineering corps of the U. P.
Mrs. S. Lindsay, of Fort William,
the Santa Fe to Retire a HrM of wny & N. E. has been ordered to El aso
from Texlco, on where their headquarters will be from Ontario, Canada, who has suffered
for the Belen
the Pecos Valley & Nooihenstern, to thls'tlme on. The engineering depart-- ! quite a number of years from dyspep-nipniiif th. FA pBBft
Southwestern sin and creat nains ln the stomach.
Wlllard. on the Santa Fe. a dls.anc!
of 195 miles. Mr. Rld will make his and the El Paso & isortheastern will was advlsod by her druggist to take
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
headquarters at Texlro and th? vork bt combined.
Tablets. She did so and says, "I find
niav take the entire summer lo com
Half the Ills that man is heir to that they have done nie a great deal
plete.
I have never had any suf- f Rood.
Rurdock
come from
tndlgo,tlon.
May Expand.
i ut'KHU uhiuk uifiu.
The voters of Tuseon will have the Blood Bitters strengthens and
H trollWed with dyarH?iia or IndigM.
opportunity of derldlne; on July 10 tbe stomach; makea Indigestion Im tlon why not take these Tablets, get
whether they wish to take In the possible.
well and stay well? For sale by all
suburbanites within a quarter of a
druggists.
mile of the present city limits on all
F. A. Jones 'was at the Windaides. A special election will be held sorProf.
Jacob Sichler and wife of Belen, arSocorro last week on his way
at that time to settle the question. homeIn from
and
a trip of several days' dur- rived in Albuquerque
The annexation proposition, it is pre- ation to the. coal and Iron districts will remain for a couple yesterday
of days shopdicted, will carry by a large majority.
ping and visiting friends.
It will add about $10,000 to the city's east of the river.
annual Income.
Dying of Famine
Accidents come with distressing
Douglas Hit.
frequency on the farm. Cuts hru,,es.
Douglas has been struck by the
sprains. Dr. Thomas' K ectrlc 8umptloili from the begiBning
t0
wave that has swept El stings,
Oil relieves tho pain Instantly. Never tne Tcry en(jf S a jong torture, both
in
other
and
cities
the
Paso, Tuseon
to victim and friends. "When I had
southwest. One of the first acts of safe without it.
consumption in Us first stage." wtltes
tni of ytor.oi Wm. Myers, of Cearfoss, Md., "after
when in oouar. thy
Tby a an Hood theIhouttadt
and a cur4
trying different medicines and a go,d
STR0r.6
."tb-hVdoctor in vain. I at last took Dr. King's
D,7rn.,;spr:
sen and vricocte,AtropoY.ftc New Discovery, which quickly and per
They dear the brain, ttrraithe
MAIM
fectly cured me." Prompt relief and
tha ctrcuiatMa,
aiiraa
colds, aore
oerfect. a"1 huntrt
healthy sure cure for coughs,
etc.
ttfor to trie whole Wlnf . All dratae tad Imtri ire checked prrmatmllf. Valetsorpatleatt
prebronchitis,
Positively
throat,
are property cared, then- coaditloa ettea erorrtee them into lataatty. I'nntuaiprtoa Death.
vents pneumonia. Guaranteed by all
Mailed tealed. t
with
Iraal
It per hot;
Addrett, PEAL MEDICINE CO.. ClaewleH
aom k Seed tortrae booh.
druggists, price 60c and $1.00 a bot-tlTrial bolUe Let.
fCR SALS AT SCHAEFCRS D.1UG STCP.I, EXCLUSIVE AGENT.
dol-lar-

feverUheeaa,

i.OLMITKP.L

liuvo mudo

Albuquerque

from Magdalena, where he Is Inter
the new city council of the smelter ested In
mining property.
city was to place a prohibitory Ueenso.
on gambling and to raise the saloon
Dr. Weaver Treatment.
license.
Speaking of this action of
for
blood ; Cerate for akin eruption.
the council, the Douglas Dispatch Syrup the

fWffiS

V

tor

Cuban Diarrhoea
U. S. Boldlera who served in Cuba
during the 8panlsh war know what
this disease Is, and that ordinary remedies have little more effect than so
much water. Cuban diarrhoea is
as severe and dangerous as a
mild attackof cholera. There is one
remedy, however, that can always le
depended upon, as will be, seen by
the following certificate from Mrs.
Minnie Jacobs of Houston, Texas: I
hereby certify that Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
cured my husband of a severe attack
of Cuban diarrhoea, which he brought
home from Cuba,
we had several
doctors but they did him no good. One
bottle of this remedy cured him, as
our neighbors win testify. I thank
God for so
valuable a medicine."
For sale by all druggists.

Mrn.

LU

,

y",uaf.

Thousands of
coiiH

and fear appendicitis. Safety Ilea In
Dr. King's New Life Fills, a sure cure,
for all bowel and stomach diseases,
such as headache, biliousness, costive
ness, etc. Guaranteed by all druggists, only 25c. Try them.

gpB tAhH
B. M ACK&L. Distributor.

TOil

()wla Cue,

ItlasrdVra.

1

whenyou feel a pain In your bowels,

ate

J.

A

liver valley ntur rhoonlx,
Jin luxatlve effect of Chamberlain'
Stomach und Liver Tablets la so AtU.
agreeable und ho natural that you do
Ancient witchery was believed la by Best Service in all Departments,
not realign it h thtt effect of r modi-clnFor halo by all druggists.
only a few but the true merit of Do
Expert Salesmen, Cattle, Sheep, Hogs,
Witt's Witch Hazel Salvo Is knjwn by
Mr a. N. Honderson, of Silver City,
Careful and Intelligent Yard Boys,
la In Albuquerque for a few diiys' vUlt eveiy one who has use! It for boil',
ores, tetter, eczema and piles. Sol!
with friends.
Perfect Office Methods.
by Winters Drug Co., and K. D. Good- No Secret About It.
all.
It la oo secret, that for Cuta, Duma,
Ulcera, Fever 8orea, Sore Eye", Botle,
HcorirA T nernsteln. of Watertown.
etc., nothing la to effective as Buck N. Y., Is in Albuquerque to take a po WE GIVE YOU THE BEST AND IT COSTS NO MORE
len's Arnica Salvo. "It didn't take tttt Ion aa ti lintner and decorator In the
, long to cure a bad aore I had, and It Uolden Rule
dry good store.
u ail o. K. lor aore eyes," writes V.
Kansas City
Denver
L. Gregory, of Hope, Tex. 25c at all
Chicago
Dodlly pain loses Us terror If you've
druggists.
a bottle of Dr. Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil
Sioux City
St. Joseph
In the house. Instant relief In cases Omaha
V. 8. Fu Morton
returned to his of burns, cuts sprains, accidents of
licndquartcrH In Socorro county last any sort.
night after a brief vUlt In All) rquor-quNothing so good aa Red Crosa Bag
It Is stated that tho Phoenix and
.PARLOR BARBER SHOP..
Blue.
Into
be
will
Delights tha laundress. All groEastern, railroad
opened
A Bad Scara.
this week.
2.
cers Bell it
Wlnkleman
CSNTKR STRIgv
Some day you will got a bad acare,

l

unDroken. KKionai meaicai dookici iree.
Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester,
New York.

FOR CHILDREN.

I

tonic-stltnula- nt

aubstltutes. Thev are positively harm M
ful and are aold for profit only by un
acniDulous dealers. Look for the trade
mark, the " Old Chemist," on the label,
Is
the seal overa a the cork
and. be certain
a
aa

Ship Your Live Stock To

n'

At Her Advanced Alt,
Couch, Daughter of the American
Revolution, Attended Camp Meet
Ing-T- he
Grand Old Lady Aacrlbea
Her areat Activity and Splendid
Health to the Dally and Regular
Ue of Duffy's Pure Malt WhUkey .
It Keepa My Appetite and Dlges.
tlon Good, and I 5leep Well."
four yeara I hata
For tli
Duffy's I'urs Alalt W'bUkev aa a attmulniit
and mdlcliM taking a tponiiful in a

4

0 RAY'S

OWCCT POWDERS

Tht work on tha plant of tUo Cltl-teGas l.Ul'it. Heat & Tower Com
pany In Honwcll U about completed
Lydla und ItoHwcll will have cheap gas aoon.

fir.

'

MOTHER

wlit grow Into
Iffc tu little cold
big coldn; tbt Mg col.U that end lu
consumption and death. Watch the
little cold. Dr. Wood' Norway IMoe
Syrup.

I

j
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Denver.

market.

'Pure mountain water
Write or pht.ne to

-

V

Mr$.

a

Sprained Ankle, Stiff Neck, Lame
Shoulder.
Thoaa, r threa rommon ailments for
which Chamberlain's Pain Balm Is especially valuable. If promptly applied
It will save you time, money and suf
fering when trouble- - with any one
of these ailments. For saie oy au
druggists.
Eastern parties are ln DourIhs seek-Into Install a sewer
a franchise
system.

C F. CUTLER, Rocida,N.fH.

Browne & Manzanares Co
Wholesale Grocers, Wool Hides and Pelts
Complete Line of Amole Soap Always on Hand
Walter A. Wood Mowers,

.

n

Huge Task.
It was a huge task, to undertake
the cure ot such a bad case of kidney
disease as that of C. F. Collier, of
Cherokee, la., but Electric Bitters did
were so
it He writes: "My kidneys
far gone, t could not sit on a chair
without a cushion; and suffered from
dreadful backache, headache andy depression. In Electric Bitters, however,
I found"', cure, and by them was restored to perfect health. I recommend
this great tonic medicine to all with
or stomach.
weak kidneys, liver
GkAUuiUtod ly awl druggist prio Ma.

Hone Rakes,
Cultivators,
s

Woolsacks,
heep Shears,
Hay Presses,
Reapers,
Harvesters

s

and Binders
On Railroad Track.

-

-

Las Vegas, New Mexico

SATURDAY, JUNE 17, 1903.

pr Las Vegas Iron Works

though onioiitf tliem or
aona of uiiiloiit)
dUttnc'lon. Tlioy
rlulni to l iho licaliliU'Kt oul the
tnoht rational livers' tm tho curlh rnd
dfcluro that all wl.o tlealvo to caenpo
are bound In l lino to Join their ranks
and adopt thu.r mica, whlcii urn
"ihose f f nutuM nml of Christ." On
number of tho band, a well eilucutel
(Jiruian, named Puul, hiivh that four
year hko ho wax Riven up liv tho
beat phyHlelana of Knropo with not
anuthrr yvar to live. He adopted tli
Himido life as hlit lattt chance, row-bleIn tho Hunshir.e, In tho Molds und
forents, over the mountains nn4 A!
pine pastures, ah pins, at night under
trees or sheltered by rocks through
out the entire cummer, and when
winter came, Instead of dying, ho felt
full of vigor and new life.

Bnk,

Oomplimentarv Openings of the Butt rick

Dancing Academy in the Ipera House
JJunoW-2- 0.

Stover
,

lrhitlnir

Hiinnlnir

J. C.

Pre,

ADLON, Prop. Com and Corn Chops

. k.urn tv v 111
-.- afc.l4aJ
111
rHi ontvininpj
IkH ior burirtu, on of London

tviteautt
vwclttlrtU klnpmv
tpMtiklUittt.
At MbtklM l.nl

&

y

C,.kalnl
Piaaiwa

K?o mmamm

cur any

a

dlav

flit.

THE EVREKALOL. R,EnEDT

and Notions.

K

THE

m

WHIovj Creett

SHI!

9
ft
9.
t
ft

2

5

new

.mj

1LII

and Chicago, Rock Island
Connecting with the E. P. & N. E.line
out of Santa ye or
Paoiflo R. B. Shortest
to CUicasro, Kansas City
k
Mexico,
New
'
or St. Ijuis. When you

travel take the

I. BEST,

SAFEST AND SHORTEST ROAD

for loadinsr sheep
stock yards at Wil- at Torrance. Permanentand
Sante Fe. j j
( lard, Estancia, Stanley

, tit- - ,

I

nnrtDhi

nhutftH

re-n- w
-

iilvt-rton-.

I

Of their famii histories ana f st
IosiMons in the world they do not

I
4

ROUTE, Vfo TORRANCE GATEWAY

J7
4
4
4;
4
4
4

Traveling Paxiengpr Agent.
Hoopsr. O. V. A .

S. K.

'

1

i

--v-

IT

"

I
9
fit
9
Ht

9.

I

020 Douglas Avonuo,

Lbs Vegas, to

.

?tv,tV,VltV,1lM',VV,lvVfVVA
.

Ftcts
Lose Sight Of
Sever aJ

THAT YOU SHOULD NOT

':i.;i:,?".'

i

Gross, Kelly & Co.
(Inoorporatud.)

WHOLESALE HERCHANTS

i

System and Rock Island
System is the shortest line between El Paso and the
"Great Southwest" and Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City and alt points North and East.

The El

Paso-Northeaste-

WOOL, HIDES

MD PELTS

A SPECIALTY

rn

The Golden State Limited is the most magnificently equipped train
in Transcontinental service.

All Meals via. this rout

ar served in Dining Car.

The entire train is lit by electricity and heated by steam.
All connections made in Union Depots.
Equipment is operated through without !change between
San Francisco, Los Angeles, El. Paso and Kansas City,
Chicago, St. Louis and Minneapolis.
V. It. STILUS,
Genl. Pass. Agt.

EL PASO. TEXAS.

BRICK
CEMENT
STONE

O. PATTY
amooc

SIDEWALKS'1
-

smut i

SPOUTt.10, ROOFIXO, TIN

New Machinery for making
Crashed Granite for

ana

Cement
The Dent

IRON WORN..

J-

U

:

Quality.

jj

;

'

VJciliO

All Work Guaranteed.

W. W. WALLACE

a trial.

Lu Vegu Phst. Ml.

A.'SJ

1yJ

i

t
J

i

Katlmates (iveit onlBricW andlStonotbnlldlngfcj
Also, on all Cemetery Work.Q
L.
.

SatMaotorlly
Olva Mm

11

'

Hindoyoue
..GALVANIZEO

LOGAN

PECOS

TUCUMCARI

r

i
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j.".-

ALBUQUERQUE

W
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LAS VEQAS

first-clas-

I

60c per 100 lbs

Denver, tlolo

)

4
southwest. The 4
Shortest line to El Paso. Mexico, and the
Fe Central, El
Santa
via
s
route to California
4
only
UDV UO
KUTOOW!
J
and Southern Pacific. 4
TIME CARD
No. 1 makes close 4
Arrive Daily
connection at Tor- :i
Leave Daily
NO. 2
Stattona
rance with the GoldNO. I
4:30 p. m
SANTA FB ...
1:00 p.m ...
en 8tate Limited, No.
3 10 p. m
KENNEDY....
:::.::::::.
44, east bound, on
"
jiobiabtt
the Rock Island. No.
j
ESTANCIA
nl
I
6
2 makes close cona. m
.TORUANCE ...... :
8:10 p.mm
nection with Golden 4
IT Stop for meala.
State Limited No. 43 4
uU
ummg,
uurarjr wire.
west bound. Service unsurpassed,
reserved
Berths
by
latest
pattern.
of
Pullman Oars the
Jis
TRY OUR ROUT,.
S. B. GRIM SHAW, G. F. & P. A.
4
&
Gen'l
Pre$.
Manager.
ANDREWS,
H.
W.
& P. A.
ALFRED I. GRIMSHAW, Traveling F.
4
J. P. LYNu, Uty r. & p. A.

9.

'

'

Less than 50 lbs

-

.

4

SYSTEM

.

--

.

v

. --

i

ii.,ii.-ti.BVti.a'ii,a-

.

.

lbs or more each delivery,20c per 100 lbs
M
30c per 100 lbs
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. "
" 40c per 100 lb,
200 to 1,000 lbs!
'
50c per 100 Ids
50 to 200 lbs.

.itT)

e

FE CENTRAL
SUNSHINE

9.

n

Garden of Eden.
As the Simple livers wear no clothaid one long,
ing beyond sandals
white
'toga-likgown cf light
flowing
vnoien fabric, and as they spend al
most ;;!! of their lives in the open air,
.v ill
tP
probably settle down in one
of the warm, sheltered valleys near
Lake Como. where the rigors of win-r- ,
r ere not too severe. To 3 queer
Utile commonwealth has ben joined
bv ,.11 kinds of reople. including Kr
.i.

-'6

-

--

V

S

2.000

Lv .Hania Ke ...r
3:80pm
gishmen, Germans, French and Rus. 2:61 ni...
p in ...34 .I... .Kn)nolu... Lv ... 1:1) pw
ians
Lv....l8:iiH p m
2:11 pm. .ha.hr.. ..Kmhndo
The men wear long hair and
8:C0pm .61 Lv.. ..Harranca . Lv ..11 :86 p m
4:02 pm. ...M Lv . Hrvilleta Lv JO: p m
beards, while the women,
91 . Lv Trs PiedrawLv . 101O p m
4 'XI V m
of
and
fi
and the picture
vigor
n m ia5...Lv
Antonlto.,.Lv..., 8:10 pin
l.rvt
Lv ..Alamosa Lv... H:40pm
health, have an almost Amazon! w ap 8:aipm..
Lv...12:40 p m
I'ueolo
..Lv
...27
a
8:00
in
reararce. They pass their lives in 4:Sani 831 ...Lv ...Colo
8p(f...Lv 11 :07 pm
8:30 p m
ed,
when
.Lv....
....Denver
conspo
the even air,, tnd
7:iS)am...406..Ar
as cuing some of the recent scfcre
Tralua atop at Erabudo for dinner where
wnther. to sleeii in houses, thev
good meals are bitvmI.
CONNKCTICNS
doors, windows, carnets and curand inAt Antonitofor Durango.
'iiins and sleep with scarceh' any termediate
pointn.
covering on a hard, simple mai'.reiss.
points via ither the Rtaodard gautre
They bafhe at least twice a day, ate mediate
via ln Veta I'aM or the narrow eautte via
strict believers in vecetarianmm uu'l line
Baliila, making the entire trip in day lltrht and
an uncooked food diet; their dri.ik is puHffiuK
iuruuK"
nvjn iiurir.
u un t ti n tl tui (i tja fit! l.Mtflu tipuni'li.
water, and, as far as can be ascer
A. S. Barn ir,
chris
are
free
thinking
tained, they
Santa Fe, N. M
re-b-ust

estate on which to form

4-

FAMOU

R El AIL PRIG LO I

WEST BOUNtl

No.

LAS VEGAS'

THAT MADE

1004.1

BAST BOUSH
No. 425
0
11:00 a

Simple Livers of New Garden of Eden

U

m

I
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.SELLS,.

'

SyteSVferSVfe

DLRbl.nIH.bl. nauvaain, r,.

t

Goal.
Class for adults will meet Monday, Wednesday, and Friday nights of
fiflr.Vi wfifik at 8 D. m.
Class for children will meet Tuesday Thursday and Saturday of each D. & R. O. System
week at 2 p. m.
Santa Fe Branch
Time TbU No. 71.
will
I
and
Private Lessons given any time. Attend the free openings
Effective November 7th,
tell you the rest.
V?
v;
Mlln

3:

1197

"For time, rates and further Information write D. B. Gardner, District I'uBseiiKcr Agent, 210 Commercial Building, St. Louis, Mo. Send
four cents for Lewis and Clark booklet aud six cents foi Woudorland
1W)5 to A. M. Cleland General Passenger Agent, St. Paul, Minn."

O ClOCK.

.

tw

Northern Pacific Ry .

ubber Stamps

Light and
Fuel Co.

of each
Regular dances will be given Tuesday and Saturday nights

'

w

Las Vegas
4

d

w

Dati- -

o'clock.
Opening Dance Monday night June 19, Dancing 9 to 12
June 20, 8 p. m.
Opening Class for Ladies and Gentlemen Tuesday night
m.
Opening Class for children Tuesday June 20, at 2 p.
June 24,
Opening Matinee dance for both children and adults Saturday

eup-plie-

bV
w

Very Low Rates West

Las Vegas

cing.

The curious and romantic
the
of
simple
followers
ing
life, who have attracted so much
Interest on the Riviera, and particularly at Mentone and Nice, during
the winter,, have, with the warmer
weather, begun to 'move their cam:)
ii.to northern Italy, and near Oonio
there is an increasing colony of these
strange people, who seem well
with money, and who are howla starch of a secluded ,inl lavora-

VSaAJM

First Sailings in Jun from Tacoma and Seattle

...424 Grand Ave...

b'.e

.... ihtftV

OVMr

Alaska
Excursions

Rubber Stamp Works,

look-

tt9

m-n-

Corporation Seals

One of the best Dance Players of the
west.

12

ikSall

01

IMaiiiNt.

to

a

s

Keyrings

IEHOY i. LAM1IOKNE.

arefilr Q

tiau-.tf- lit

!
mllavtaiid
toouicklT
tktt familltS
.
. m0ltB rr&nlMwl
www. ttllswlV
in purely antUopllo and germicidal. We
or
nkln
It
of
the
aralp,
pel
navv tnuunariUK 01 (nidmoniaw to nT in traa Tirtun ui us iwaitiT. uurv.
a nmj bimuiuwi; uu uu lum
Uua't wa.nc your mut ana money on tHre-au- i.
ll'.ii. ,n n. ,mi r..r mi funmi, RuMkalal Bciama Cura. It will tall tba ilory that Is
and $1.06.
more convlndnK than paitMt of argument. Prloa poMtjiald, W
Don't auf ler from Uiom tortnrvMoma Pika. One application ot tba famous EarekaM PMs
Cure will give immediate rMlvf. lrh;e. pontpald, 50 eeuU.

ITk.
HV

niunt-ntl-

Notarial Setxls,

j

m

10 Cents Is King."

Crockery

the International Association Masters of

i

CURED

tnoA

.01
Pocket note books
01
Mandolin picks
01
2 sheets (lower tissue paper
02
1 paper needles
03
1
paper pins
04
1 spiral ess beater ..
33
1 eIuks sherbet cup
10
1 set guitar strings
10
1 set mandolin strings
and a line of Hardware. Glassware,

Member of

f

ci:imiLL6s
Screen Lump Soft Goal.
Cerrillos Soft Nut Goal.

for

ITCH-ECZE- MA

e

YOy CAN GET

h. E. ItUTTKICK.
Teacher of Dancintf.

ntrnriR
UMlftUU

EUREKALQl

Savings Bank Store
"Where

l

the

KiiLMiies

UMHollne

JL1

drlmllntc MllU, IMiiiipliiir Out
HtH, Wood Muwiiiir, Electric
Light Pluuts, LHt'.iidrleH,

sewing-machine- s

.

Machine shops

Union UnHulIno Engines,
Most DeHlrulilu Power,

Needles
for all makes of machines at Five
Cents oer nackaco and everything else
at
nertalnlne to
greatly reduced prices. Look for the
red S.. 622 Sixth St., La Vegas, N. M.

The

&

Foundry

d

Sewing-Machin-

Vvw.--

5j
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Garden Hose

First Presbyterian Church. Rev.
Our Goedt art all. guaranteed; ae
Norman Skinner, Fastor.
Morning
our Good Luck. Davis A Sydts.
7U worship and acimon at 11
o'clock;
evening woahlp, song and sermon at
In this iKNue, JoMeph D. Watroua 8; Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.;
advertises the Brg ranch In Mva Christian Endeavor at 7 p. m. A very
county for sale. Mr. Watrous Is well cordial welcome to strangers.
and favorably known here and anyThere will be the usual Sunday serthing ho may gay regarding the ranch
can be relied upon as he has known vices at the Baptist church tomorrow.
In the morning at 11 o'clock the pasthe ranch since 1800.
tor will speak on "Why I am a Bap' Good Goods and
tist."
The evening service at 8
make
Prieta
Cheap
Davis A Sydes. o'clock will be In the nature of a
H lucky combination.
Temperance service. Sunday school
and Christian Endeavor will meet at
the usual hours. A cordial Invitation
Speculation la rife on the west side
ns to the completeness of the work Is extended to all citizens and stranii. ri. ikuat, faster.
gers.
performed in the Galllnaa river. Many
contend that the same will only partFirst Methodist Tpiscopal Church.
ly ward off the wash-ou- t
danger as A. C. Geyer, Pastor.
day
the stream having gained additional will be observed at theChlldren'a
M. E. church
rapidity will wash out at the lower tomorrow and an
appropriate proturn at the next heavy rain.
will be rendered by the Sunday
gram
i
school at 11 a. m. Sermon by the
Davis A Sydes have something of
at 8 p. m. Sunday school at
Unusual Interest for all housekeepers pastora.
m.; Epworth league at 7 p.m.;
on page 3.. You're unlucky If you don't 9:45
and sojourners and the pubStrangers
read it,
lic generally Invited.

430,

tt.50 Caps

Somm

HANDLED

AND

COLO

COUOIIT,
75c to

tlntk at.

Mat

REAL ESTATE

50c aiui(0e Caps

Church Announcements

Corporation

DOTH PH0KS3 J?o.

:

Brief Meadow City Paragraphs
Another big part of health and
pleaaurs seekers left for Harvey"!
mountain resort this moraine.

on. M.'ruMMa.

25o and 35c Cap

IhmB
;

KJVEGTrJJECJT 3 AGENCY

Bid Ctxp BeLrgains

04,00

Ludwig Wm, Ilfeld

OKI?

IIP
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The
5,000 feet just received.
road company delayed name in transit, and as it is late in the season will
for
sell this $0.00 hose at
"
50 feet.
Kvery foot warranted.
rail--
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The remains of the late Captain
L .C. Fort arrived on No. 1 passenger train thin afternoon, Mr. and
Mrs. W. E, Etter were in charge.
A committee of
city attorneys
and a number of other citizens met
the body atjhe train. The funeral
will take place tomorrow afternoon at
2:30 o'clock from the home of Mr.
and Mrs. F. II. January, the Rev. Norman Skinner officiating.
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Seasonable Specialities
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BLUE VALLEY

Dluo Volley Slondo

- Prices,
Women's Tan Blucher-Oxford- a
"
Vlci
Kid
Women's
Blucher Oxford.

for

White

0 On tho market Goldan and Delicious
n
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Commissioners Adjourn.
The board of county commissioners
finished the routina work vestcrdnv
afternoon and adjourned to meet again
Monday, July 3d. The board concluded
equalization work of the first
jthe
j twenty-ninprecincts: also approved
tho account of Marcelino Martinez for
as Interpreter.
about five
Yesterday afternoon
Off to the Ranch. '
o'clock about
of the tilaa(iovHiior Otero left Santa F vea- terinK on the, cellins of the Houghton terday afternoon via the Santa Fo
building corner of Douglas and Sixth Central and the El PnRn &. Nnrthf.nt.
wojiplhd by the Antlers saloon, fell ern, for Pastura, Guadalupe county,
without warning, wrecking the glass (from which place, he will drive over-Ithe showcases, scattering bottles Hand to the ranches of the Sahido
and doing considerable damage. No! Livestock company, of which he la
one was
to some extra- - presidentHe expects to return to the capital
ordinary, lively dodging. The plastering has been on for a long time, early next week.
but the sudden fall of almost the
wholo area at one time was unusual
Notice.
enough to be surprising and disconThe dining room of Hotel La
certing .
will close today for tho summer.
The hotel will bo run on the European
Not no long ago the Optic referred plan and I respectfully solicit tho pat
io ine iaci mat trie tcornero Aiercan- - ronago or me traveling public,
A1KS. J.
cantllo company had received an or
MOOKE, Prop.
iler for goods from a small town near
the- Clfv of Mexico.
Boucher
can
beat this, He has received an order
Territorial Secretary J. W.
for ground chili from Mrs. Henrv
and his brother, E. D.'Raynolda.
JIubbell, who lives in Mati, Philippine cashier of the First National Hank of
Islands.; Evidently the jopulnr Mex- - (Las Vegas, were passengers yesterday
lean product does not grow and (via the Santa Fe Central railway for
flourish in the far away islands of Pastura. Guadalupe county. From
the sea and Mrs. Hnbbell, doubtless, there they will Journey overland to
with a longing for the condiment and the home ranch of the Salado Live
culinary delicacies of her youth, has 'Stock company, where they will re
sent mis long distance to nave me. main a tew days.
taste gratified.
..
A man who had been in the Santa
Fe hospital for some time, and who is
And It is Said.
The merry party of normal Instruc- - nnt 'H m tno ,tnk of condition, hurl-tor- s
who returned
yesterday from ?'n fieV(,ral hooters into hla anatomy
last night, and was
Hancy'a mountain resort, whero they; 'cn"accession
t0 the e'tT lltnbo
a state of
the last ten days, are profuse In
wllng inebriety.
People on the
their expressions of praise of the de.
...
lights of mountain life. A fund of f,,r0Pt Imntfnc-- several times during
good stories aro told of the different ," ev(ning that direful deeds were
members of the party which mirror the 1 ",n n ine cn? Jan
mirth and Jollity of the participants.
Last night's performance of "FeliIt is said that a certain very digni
fied lady, riding a burro one morning, cia," in many respects the premier of
Negligee an Golf shirts
repetoirc, drew a full houso
mindful of his Impulsiveness, gently 1110
an
n1'
fln1
of
abundance
btfav
r,tcd
applause
descended to mother earth five consecf
vtlve times without even a semblanco for th" '?00(1 lhln3 offered. The
i
nouncorncnt that very expensive cos- Straw, Hats yachts,
wounded nridc.
'tnmes would be displayed for this per- - e?
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Tan Blucher.Oxfords
Tan and Canvas Barefoot Sandalssizes

at

THIRTY CENTS. Only

children will make their first coramun-jloaud at three o'clock the renew
al vi me oapusmai vows ana benediction will take place. There will be no
evening pervlce as the benediction
will take place at the afternoon

Canvas -

$1.50 to $3.50
$100 to $3.50
$1.00 to $2.50

MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S
- Prices
White Canvas Blucher-Oxford- s

BEST BUTTER

At the seven o'clock service
at the Church of the Immaculate
I

The Plaza.
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City Marshal Ed Ward today arrested W. J. Webb ( wanted in Katon by
the bank of Commerce for alleged forgery. Upon Information furnished
from the Gato city the marshal started
on a hunt and located hia man up near
the Ice houses, where he was camping
with friends.

HOMEY TO LOAM

to 2.

12

--

0'

85c to $1.00
$1.00 to $2.00
5 to 8, 8 to 12 and
-

Ca.ll on us a.nd see our
Large Stock of Fine Shoes

O

SPORLEDER SHOE CO.

The American Schooner, "Atlantic"
has won the Kaiser's Cup. We have,
in the past, won the trade of parti-

I

cular people and now wish to win
yours. Our aim Is to keep everything

e

!

sen-ice-

s

that is pure and good in drugs, Ice
cream and fruit punch, and not only

three-fourth- s

vegetable oil and choice beef suet.
It Is endorsed by leading physicians
and expert cooks as the purest of all.

mem

Opera House Pharmacy

shortenings end frying mediums. It
less being reIs economical
one-thir- d

quired than of butter or other fats.. ;

BLAZING HOT WEATHER

Our prices are 35c, 65c and

J.

YOU WILL WANT A

n

-

it contains nothing but pure

duct;

NDOWl
avt- -

snow.

SCHAEFER'S

hurt;-thank-

NOTICE

to lead in values, but In satisfaction
giving.
Why not try our pineapple

n

In which we are showing Cottolene
this week. Cotoleno is a clean pro-

TROPICAL weight

H. STEARNS,

$1.25'..

Grocer

Ray-nobi-s,

1

r $5.00

ta-ape-

i

an-o-
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nromS

ai
novo averred that a certain
?.f n:,olh"cs.3.aml.?:pfit
R "Y ors
ino
local Insurance man
R.. '
a
lova felt a sudden uncontrollfbl dV fl.1u(;f, 1''.
dr?,mf 5
Biro to bathe regardless of company.
tcV
lonJ '
ar-tho burro recognizing his Intent
forthwith ltoceedcd to aid and abet!
It's lots ensler to sildo down a hill
aia purpose to tho best of hla ability,
with tho NFult that tho aforesaid gen-.ait la to climb up one. You can
tlenmr- spent several moments revel slldr iown to nKsonrltv witnnnt much
SfJn. lh 3yS Cf & CtM1 ,nour,ula trouble, hut it takes climbing and sys-
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Every

Detail

the Leading

Retail

32 inch ORGANDIE 15c

FRINGtD BED SPREADS

2

10

Ui

10

yards
oiner.

yards For
Limit to each

50c
oust- -

Boys wash Suits Hats, Caps, Waists Every
thing for hot weather and the best at

Special

Sale

Agents lor

I

Figured Curtain Swiss
inch

At12oyard

READY MADE MUSLIN
SHEETS Size 81x00
At 40o

25c to $2.50

canvas. .$1.75 to $5.00
25c to $2.75

At $1,23

READY MADE PILLoW 0
CASES Size 42x36 3 in hem atfte

to 5 p. m. AMOSKEAO GING-

HAMS

s

Extra size

Ladies Jap Silk WAISTS in
White and Black 2.75 Qual- -

For MONDAY only From

Vega

inch COTTON ORASH
'
Bo yard
W do. HUOK TOWELS size
17x30
AtWoEaoh

Ladies White Lawn WAISTS
with Lace aud Emby Trimmed
1.00 Quality
At 75

silk Mercerized, Madras, Cham
50c to $3.50

crash

Las

At

36

Pull Downs negligees

of

18

Qual-it- y

At Wo yd

to 012.50.

colt

Establishment

mmm UK

We' ve got 'em lots of 'em
Wo'rit have 'em long, however
when "Old Sol? gets real busy,
for they are too good to stay here.
Better come in ver soon, that
you may get the choice of a big
variety and at the same time a
a long season's wear

Oxfords Tans, black vici-p- at
Light weight Underwear
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nd
the forogolug example described vuri- - Jon
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Ous geometrical figures before accom-nTftn roso on tho assembled
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STANDARD

Patterns.

:HENRY LEVY;
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Las Vegas Exclusive Dry Goods Store.

n
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517 Sixth Street, Las Vegas. N. M.
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TrUSt 'ind SaV,DgS bank 19 ,he
they had seen two immensely ant lered 1la
ueer is scouted by the rest of the par- - i Desi '"eu'ura ior savers or money,
'
8
ty as a phantasmngoricai dream.
Thft fl;,lm flf
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If your SHIRTS need BUTTONS

B

U

SEND THEM TO US

U

T
T

GET PIANO TICKETS FREE

T

Wc Sew BOTTTONS on SHIRTS

T

No Extra Charge

0

Las Vegas Steam Laundry.
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Caoh Sato
Special
June
15-16--

4

ad on Poqo 3

4
4

neaay fortn, 3

Oat Flakes 3
Tomatoes 3 lb. Can each
Com , 2 H 3 for
Pears
2
3 for
Strnjr Beans 3 lb. 3 for
Japan Kice 5 "

12c

"
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Our Good Lush
Oalo Continues
ovor Monday,
Coo

17

Picnic Hams per pound
Breakfast Bwon (iood
Hams (medium size)
Dry Salt Pork
ncKied I'ork...
Lard Compound 10 lb pail
Lard Pure 10 lbs pail
ZZ
Malta Cereals, 4 leakages
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